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MNAMARA

MEN

ACCUSED

ARRESTED TODAY
OF ATTEMPTING

CROOKED

ONE

IS

A

WORK.

NEW

VENIREMAN

DETECTIVE SAW MONEY PA.SS TO
THIS MAN FROM HANDS OF

DEFENSE ASSISTANT.
A

FEE AMOUNTING

CHANGED
THE

HAND8

TO

$500

AND ONE

OF

SUSPECTS HAD $3,500
WHEN ARRESTED.

Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 28. Detect
ives of the state attorney's office,
headed by Samuel L. Brown, chief of
Investigation, arrested three men 0:1
a Los Angeles street corner today,
charging attempted bribery in the Me- Namara murder trial. The men arrests
ed are: Bert Franklin, former United
States deputy marshal, now employed
by the McNamara defense in looking
of prospective
up the antecedents
Jurors; George N. Lockwood, a venireman, summoned to appear before
Judge Walter Bordwell today for preliminary examinations; "Cav White,
a character of whom not much is
known.
"1 saw Fanklin giv

NOVEMBER

does not regard seriously, believing it to be merely an instrument of persuasion by which
Franklin hoped to Indicate to Locta-woothat he would not be alone in

trict attorney

SLAUGHTER

AT

NANKING WAS

minister adds the name of Mr. Vatne
In- to the list of Americans killed.
additlon to Mrs. Beckman, an Ameri
can, and Mr. Vatne, one British and
one German, and five European chil
dred were slain.

his task of converting, the remaining
jurymen to his side.
French Forces Increased.
After a few minutes of conversation
Peking, Nov. 28. The force of
at the street corner, Browne and a
French troops stationed here has
squad of detectives burst forth from
been increased to 1,000 men and that
their place of concealment, Thev
timed their move to what they de- REPORTS HAVE IT THAT 3,500 of the Japanese to $1,200.
clare to have been the moment of
REGULARS AND 300 CITIZENS
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
actual transfer of the money. AccordWERE KILLED.
Kansas City, Nov. 28. Cattle, re
ing to Brown's story, when Franklin
ceipts 7,000, including 600 southerns;
arrived at the place, he had $4,000 in
market steady. Native steers, $5.00
Five hundred dollars.
currency.
THE CITY 8.75; southern steers, $4.00g6.00;
Brown says, he saw him give to Lock-woo- REVOLUTIONISTS IN
southern cows and heifers, $34.2":
and the other $3,500 he transferred to "Cap" White. Brown says FIGHTING IS IN PROGRESS WITH- native cows and heifers, $2.756.50;
stockers and feeders, $3.755.75;
White was to be stakeholder until
IN THE WALLS AND NAVY
bulls, $3.404.75; calves, $3.757.00;
after the trial when White was to
IS BOMBARDING.
western steers, $4.006.C5; western
give locl:wood the remainder. As
cows, $3.004.76.
Lockwood and White, according to
Hogs, receipts 20,000; market 5 to
Brown's story, were stuffing the mon IMPERIALGENERALVICTORIOUS
10 cents lower.
Bulk of sales, $5.75
ey into their trousers pockets, the ar
Z6.35; heavy, $6.30g6.40; packers and
rests were made.
Browne clutched Franklin by the FONG KWO CHANG CAPTURES butchers, $6.15;.35; lights, $5
6.20; pigB, $4.00rr5.00.
shoulder and other detectives took
THE CITY OF HAN YANG; WU
market
5,000;
Sheep,
receipts
his two associates in to.
CHANG CAPITULATES.
Muttons.
steady.
in
lambs,
hands
$2.703.50;
your pockets,"
"Keep your
Brown commanded all three prison
$4.005.50; range wethers and yearSan Francisco, Nov. 28 Terrible lings, $3.004.25; range ewes, $2.00
ers as he hustled them to the top floor
3.75.
of the Hall of Records
District slaughter has marked the fighting at
to
a
In
cablegram
Nanking,
according
the
Fredericks
sat.
pres
Attorney
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
ence of the district attorney all three
today by the Chinese Daily
men were allowed to take their hands Paper here. The reports say that
Chicago, Nov. 28. Cattle, receipts
from their clothes and immediately
regular soldiers and 300 civilian 6,000; market slow, steady. Beeves,
Disthe search disclosed $3,500 on White's volunteers have been killed.
$4.409.00; Texas steers, $4.005.70;
patches received by the Chinese Free western steers $4.407.30; stockern
person and $500 on Lockwood's.
District Attorney John D. Frede Press state that the imperialists and and feeders, $2.905.65; cows and
ricks announced the theory of the rebels are fighting today inside Nan- heifers $l.805.80; calves $5.50S.
state to be that Franklin gave Ixck king. The revolutionary navy is
Hogs, receipts 27,000; market quiet
to bombard the suburb Shia to 5 cents lower. Lights, $5.406.15;
wood $500 as advance payment for
mixed, $6.806.36; heavy, $5.866.40;
hanging the jury, and turned over to Kwan, occupied by the Manchus.
C. E. (Cap) White, who was with
The Chinese Daily Paper also has rough, $5.85 6.05; jgood to choice
Franklin, $3,500 to be paid at the end word that the government of Shan- heavy, $6.05 $6.40; pigs, $4.OO5.40;
of the trial.
tung and Honan provinces have wired bulk of sales, $5,9546.20.
Soon after being taken to jail Prime Minister Yuan Shi Kai that
20,000; market
Sheep, receipts
Franklin said:
they have repudiated the republican steady. Native, $2.253.75; western,
"I admit this looks somewhat bad, government set up in these provinces. $2.403.85;
yearlings,
$3.654.65;
It is stated that a revolutionary lambs, native, $3.50 5.65; western,
but a mistake has been made. I am
not worrying. As soon as the district force of 4.000 has left Canton for Han- $3.505.60.
attorney makes his investigation he kow.
will see how little there is to this and
NO GRE4TFS JOY THAN
I will be released. "
General Fong Kwo Busy.
Lockwood and White were not held
Peking. China, Nov. 28. Lieutenant
General Fong Kwo Chan, comman
by the police.
TO BRING MEN TO GOD
der of the imperial troops at Hankow,
telegraphed today that he occupied
PICTURES NOT the whole of the city of Han Yang THIS WAS SENTIMENT EXPRESS
yesterday afternoon.
ED BY BEATTIE
A FEW,
Wu Chang capitulated to the imHOURS BEFORE DEATH
RUN AT CLUB'S REQUEST
the
revolutionary
perial troops today,
Richmond, Va., Nov. 28, W. H.
loaders expressing a desire to negoGates of this city, who took a deep
and
a
suggesting
'MP THEATER tiate for compromise
MANAGER
OF
some slight alterations in the govern- interest in Henry Clay Beattie, Jr.,
READILY AGREES TO THE DEwhile in prison, today made public a
ment program.
MANDS OF SOROSIS
The government is endeavoring) to letter from Beattie, the envelope of
which was postmarked 2 a. m. the
At the request of the members of secure an immediate cessation of hosof
morning of the electrocution of the
fall
where
the
at
Nanking
tilities,
M.
H.
the Sorosis club of Las Vegas,
wife, murderer.
The letter folyoung
nnich
is
is
imminent.
There
Pulver, manager of the Imp moticn the city
lows:
over
the
official
circles
in
jubilation
ilpicture theatre, has withdrawn the
Gen"Dear Mr. Gates I am unable to
lustrated lecture on the recent Beat-ti- sudden successes! of Lieutenant mer- think of
words that would fully exThe
Kwo
eral
Chang..
Fong
murder case from his bills for toare overjoyed at the prospect press my appreciation of the interest
chants
morrow and Thanksgiving evening
of a resumption of business and the which you seemed to take in trying to
and will replace it with pictures of t
of order with the re- prepare me for the Great Beyond;
different nature. A committee of womoval of the terrible menace to the though I can assure you that your
men representing this
organization lives of
foreigners in the interior of efforts were not all in vain. So many
called upon Mr. Pulver with a request
the country.
things in the Bible you explained to
to remove this bill from his pro gram
me which I never understood before.
which he has done, although at a conI only hope and pray that you will
Pirates Ply Their Trade.
siderable sacrifice.
Kong, Nov. 28. The West be able to enlighten others, so that
Hong
Mr. Pulver had gone to considerable
river is still regarded as unsafe for they may bo prepared. If I were
expense to get this illustrated lecture mercantile and passenger traffic be free I would ask for no
greater joy
for his theatre but when he learn- cause of the continued presence of than to
others to God.
bring
ed that there was considerable feelpirates who frequently attack vessels
"One night I will never forget and
ing against the showing of the pic- passing along the rive.
that was the occasion when your wife
tures and the delivery of the lecture
and dear little girls sang for me.
he readily withdrew the bill.
Treachery Is Feared.
Give my love to them and remember
It is his desire to show only picNanking, Nov. 28. Some fighting that I am praying for you all, that
tures, that meet with the approval of has occurred to the northward of the God be with you till we meet
again,
the best people of Las Vegas. city. A bombardment is imminent. farewell.
Jr.'
Henry
Beattie,
This
spirit on the part of Mr. There is reason to believe that LieucomKwo
Pulver speaks well for his good citi- tenant General Fong
Chang,
HOTEL CLERK SHOT
zenship. He is ready to meet the mander of the imperial troops, has
Colo., Nov. 28. When C.
Denver,
to
open
people half way in their demand for discovered a treacherous plot
S. Yonley, night clerk of the Northclean and wholesome
pictures. Mr. the city gates. Much shooting has ern hotel, early
today declined to
Pulver will run an unusually inter- been heard inside the city. AH for- throw
up his hands and turn the conconsul
the
s
two
except
Japanese
on
even-igeigners
these
esting program
tents of the safe over to George Yant,
in place of the Beattie murder and his guard have now left. The
who gives his home as Omaha, the
Tarthe
and
of
the
province
picture. The Beattie pictures were viceroy
latter shot the cierk through the
renot sensational but Mr. Pulver did net tar general are reported to have
inflicting a probably fatal
lungs,
the
to
from
Yamens
turned
their
Jap
hesitate to act upon the request of
wound.
Yant told the police that his
the women. It cost him in the price anese consulate where they had taken act was
by lack of money and
inspired
All
have
the
warships
foreign
refuge.
of the film and loss of patronage for
failure to secure employment.
out of range.
withdrawn
that particular attraction about $100.

KIPLING

Lockwood

$500

which was on hiF person when he
was arrested," al(J Brown. "White
had $3,500 or ni person. I saw the
money pas" from Franklin to Lock,
wood.
y)ow tnat it was 'n connec-jn'wit- h
the McNamara case."
I do not Know
anything about it,
said Attorney Clarence S. Darrow.
chief of counsel for the defense.
Lecompte Davis, of counsel for defense, said that the marshal had been
working for his side looking up the
records of men summoned in various
venire lists.
"I am absolutely certain that there
is nothing to the present charge," be
"I have known Franklin for
said.
years, and he would not do a thing
of that kind."
The two attorneys were in court
listening to preliminary examinations
of veniremen when the arrests were
made. When told of the arrests they
Immediately left the court room.
"We're going to find out about this,"
said Darrow.
Another kink in the situation developed when Clerk George Monroe
of Judge Bordwell's court became authority for the statement that George
N. Lockwood had not been reached
with a subpoena. To this the deputy
sheriffs said they had been advised
that Lockwood had been out of the
county for a year and a half.
Detective Brown indicated that he
expected even more dramatic developments.
"This is not the big smash," he
said. "That will come in court just a
little later."
Franklin was held in jail and $4,000
in gold certificates were stacked up
on the desk of District Attorney Fredericks. The trailing of Franklin began two weeks ago. On a street corner in the heart of the wholesale district, Franklin came early today with
White, a personal acquaintance, to
meet by appointment K. N. Lockwood.
whose name was drawn on the venire
of 50, the personnel of which was announced last Saturday. Lockwood had
not yet received his subpoena, but information that he had been drawn for
jury service is alleged to have been
transmitted by him to Franklin and
White.
When the three men gathered an
undersized individual who had the
appearance of a day laborer, was
slouching against a nearby telegraph
He looked away from the
pole.
In a
group but listened intently.
nearby store front stood Samuel L.
Browne, chief of the state's department of Investigation, his eyes; fixed
on the men at the corner.
The conversation among the three
men will be revealed in court, according to District Attorney Fredericks,
but it was asserted that in attempting
to vote "not
to induce Lockwood
Franklin
McNamara,
against
guilty"
toasted that he already had bribed
two of the permanently sworn jurors.
This alleged assertion even the dis

w-- ere

g

BEAM

e

American Marines to Peking.
Shanghai, Nov. 28 Rear Admiral
Glasco, Kans., Nov. 28. Driven before a high wind, fire of unknown or- Joseph B. Murdock, United States
a company of ma
igin swept this city today causing navy, is sending
to Peking on board
rines
here
from
Pracat
estimated
$200,000.
damage
tically the entire business district the United States cruiser Saratoga.
was destroyed. Lack of water facilities left the townspeople powerless
Missionaries Were Killed.
to fight the flames.
Washington, Nov. 28. According to
"TO SAVE HIS SOUL."
today's cable advices from American
New York, Nov. 28. Mrs. Francis Minister Calhoun at Peking, Chinese
O'Shaughnessey, "ho shot her hus- financiers are in a deplorable condi
band "to save his soul," today was tion with but two million taels in the
acquitted on a charge of murder by treasury; no incoming revenue and
the jury after it had deliberated two the government without credit.
Mr. Calhoun confirms the first storhours. The defense was a combination of Insanity and the "unwritten ies of the killing of missionaries at
Hsian Fu, the capital of Shensi. The
law."
$200,000

FIRE.

NOVEMBER FOR YEARS
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 28. The
coldest November day since November 17, 1880, was recorded today by
the weather burea when at 7 o'clock

COLDEST

this morning, the temperature
Santa Fe and at Las Vegas had

at

drop
ped to three degrees below zero. On
ly thrice before in the past 40 years

according to official weather bureau
records, has Santa Fe experienced
zero weather in November.
NEW CARDINALS RECEIVE.
Rome, Nov. 28. The newly created

American cardinals, Falconi, Farley
and O'Connell, continued to hold a
reception in state at the American
college today.

QUOTED

IN PATTERSON
TRIAL
CLOSING
CUTOR

PROSE-

REFERS

TO
WOMAN AS "THE VAMPIRE"

WILL

GO

TO

JURY

TONIGHT

MRS. PATTERSON WILL BE LIKE
LY TO
HER
FATE
KNOW

WITHOUT MUCH DELAY
HER PAST LIFE IS DISSECTED
ATTORNEY
LOVERS"

!

ASSAULT VICTIM DIES.
Laramie, Wyo., Sfov. 28. Herbert
Baker, who was shot late yesterday
afternoon by C. E. Horton, in the
Union Pacific yards, died at 12:15

THREE PRECINCTS
DID NOT HOLD

o'clock this afternoon. Both men were
special policemen in the employ of
the Union Pacific and quarreled over
a trivial matter. Horton is in jail
as having been assaulted by Baker
with a pistol. The shooting occurred
while Horton was lying on hit back, THIS IS DISCOVERED BY
THE
having been knocked down by Baker,
CANVASSING BOARD AT WORK
with Baker on top of him. Baker
AT SANTA FE
made an
statement dewas
that
he
at fault and that
claring
Horton was not to blame for defendTHEY HAD NO POLL SUPPLIES
ing himself.

ELECTION

ARGUMENT

BENSON

-

;

j

IN

Christmas

CITY EDITION

;

j

Get Busy; 21 Shopping
Before
Days

IERVIOE

28, 1911.

AWFUL

CASE
THREE

TUE8DAY,

i

j

CHARGE BRIBERY

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH

1Mb DAILY MAXIM

SAYS SHE HAD TWO
BEFORE SHE
GOT A HUSBAND

FIN-ALL-

Denver, Nov. 28. It is regarded as
probable that the fate of Mrs. Ger
trude Gibson Patterson, charged with
the murder of her husband, Charles
A. Patterson, in this city on September 25, will be in the hands of the
jury tonight. The last witness was
heard this forenoon, Judge Allen in
structed the jury and Special Prose
cutor Horace G. Benson began his
closing argument for the state.
In his instructions Judge Allen, for
the benefit of the 12 men who never
before had sat as jurors in a murder
case, was particularly explicit. In the
simplest language possible he gave an
exposition of the laws defining murder in the first and second degrees
and voluntary and involuntary manslaughter.
During the reading of the instruc
tions Mrs. Patterson's face was waxen
ita naiwi Thta nnTManmAA deeo- nd as yPoaecutor Benson, laying
stress on' every bit of testimony wnicn
he believfed told against the defend
ant, in measured tones addressed the
jury.
"A fool there was, and he made his
prayer, (Even as you and I).
'
To a rag and a bone and a hank
of hair. (Even as you and I.)
'We called her the woman who did
not care,
'But the fool, he called her his lady
fair and she shot him in the back,
was the way Attorney Benson open
ed his address.
The prosecutor then took up the
early life of the defendant in an attempt to convince the jury that it was
not unsophisticated 16 year old child,
but an exprienced woman who won
the devotion of Emil W. Strouss in
Benson declared that the
Chicago.
evidence shows that Gertrude Gibson
was 21 or 20 years of age when she
met the Chicago clothing man, and
five or six years older than Charles
whom she shot three
A. Patterson,
years later.
the saloon keeper,
"Joe Briscoe,
was Mrs. Patterson's first, and Mr.
Strouss her second, so far as I have
been able to discover," Attorney Benson was continuing when Attorney
Hilton, jumping to his feet, objected,
and the court ordered the jury to dis
regard this portion of the prosecutor's arguments.
1

COLD LAST NIGHT

Last night the thermometer

drop-

ped to 1 degree below zero, the coldest on record in Las Vegas this year,
and this morning at 8 o'clock the ofabove,
ficial record was 3 degrees
which is colder than at any time this
fall. The highest point the temperature reached yesterday was 22 degrees above, ten below the freezing
point. Up to this time only a thin
coating of ice had formed in the Hot
Springs canyon but this drop in the
temperature and continued freezing
should put a good layer of ice on the
big dams of the Agua Pura company.
Similar drops in the temperature are
reported all over the northern and
western part of the state, and, ac
cording to the weather reports the
cold spell will continue for some time

ante-morte- n

THIS IS THE EXCUSE GIVEN FOR
NOT PARTICIPATING
IN THE
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
CHOICE OF OFFICERS
Chicago, Nov. 28. Forced under by
a flood of offerings, wheat today
sank below the dollar mark for May,
the delivery in which most of the WORK IS EXTREMELY SLOW
business was transacted.
Opening figures here were unchanged to
to 100
higher at 100
but then the market declined to 99.
Late conditioning of corn tended
to make that cereal firm. May opened unchanged to
higher at 64 cents
and 64 and rose to
Oats received good support from
commission houses. May started a
shade lower to a like amount up at
49
to 49
and seemed inclined to
hold within that range.
Provisions eased off on account of
deposition at the yards. Initial sales
were the same as last night to 26
5 cents down
with May delivery
for pork; $9.45 to
$16.50 to $16.52
for lard and $8.55 for ribs.
$9.47

THE CANVASSERS ARE CONFINING THEIR ATTENTION TO
SORTING
RETURNS

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 28. The canvassing board that is canvassing the
returns of the first state election, although it works six hours a day, is
making even slower progress than at
first anticipated. To the surprise ot
every one, another precinct, the third
thus far, has been discovered, that
held no election. This precinct is in
Eddy county, while the other two are
in Roosevelt county. The excuse bz
each case is that no election 'supThe return
plies were received.
from still other precincts appear to
be missing and the board continued
to be occupied today, not in actual
TAFT'S ANNUAL MESSAGE.
Washington, Nov. 28. That Presi- canvassing, but in sorting out the 600
dent Taft's annual message, which precinct returns by counties and degoes to congress next week, is re- termining what returns are still acgarded by his cabinet as most im- tually out.
portant, was indicated today by he
'1
long consideration given to it and
the number of revisions, understood MURDERER KILL!
this afternoon to have been made 01
proposed. The) cabinet met at 11
o'clock and wi'h only one interruption of a few minutes sat through the
usual luncheon hour and was still in
session late this afternoon. Rumors
oT disagreement
over parts of the ITALIAN STOREKEEPER IN NEW
JERSEY KILLS WIFE AND
message were not confirmed at the
White House.
CHILDREN, THEN SELF.

64.

INURE FARM

New York, Nov. 28.

TO MAKE THE WEST AS
WELL KNOWN AS EUROPE
THIS

IS MISSION OF GOVERNORS'
SPECIAL NOW TOURING
THE EAST.

Chicago, Nov. 28. On their mission
"to make the people of the East as
well acquainted with tho West as
they are with Europe," as Governor J.
H. Hawley of Idaho, put it, seven
western governors arrived here today
on the first lap of.a four thousand
mile trip, which in three weeks in a
special train, is to carry them to 5:1
eastern cities.
"It is a campaign of education,"
said Governor Hawley. We have with
us five carloads of the products of
ten states, with 35 instructors and
we are determined to take our university on wheels through the East in
an effort to arouse among eastern
people as much interest in the west as
they now have in Europe."
Swinging in from St. Paul and Minneapolis on the taH end of a northwestern blizzard, the governors, including Oswald West of Oregon,
James H. Hawley of Idaho, R. S. Ves-seof South Dakota, A. H. Eberhart
of Minnesota, John Burke of North
Dakota, E. L. Norris of Montana, and
J. M. Carey of Wyoming, were housed
under one roof and were met by Governor Deneen of Illinois.
It was pointed out that the govern
of the pon- ors represented
of the
almost
and
ulation
area of the country. T. L. Oddie of
Nevada telegraphed he was on his
Colorado was represented by
way.
Lieutenant Governor Fitzgerald and
Washington by J. E. Barnes.
y

one-tent- h

one-thir-

d

40 8TORE8 BURNED
Jamestown, Kan., Nov. 28. Fire
early today destroyed most of the
business section of this town, causing
a loss estimated at $300,000, 40 of
the 44 stores were burned. The blaze
started in a pool hall and a lack of
fire fighting facilities and the stonnv
weather handicapped the volunteer

The Las Vegas postofflce has received notice of the discontinuation of the
postofflce at Lobo, Taos county and
in the future all mail should be ad
dressed to Arroyoseco. The postofflce
has been discontinued at Bayard
Grant county and mail will be sent to
firemen.
Hurley.

Ignappia Ploa-pian Italian storekeeper, killed hia
wife, his mother, his sister and his
two children, then shot himself to
death in the rooms back of his storo
at Lodi, New Jersey, today.
Plospia had quarreled with his family and had been away for a week.
He returned today and went to the
store. A customer, who entered soon
afterward, found the six corpses. The
man used a revolver and each cartridge counted for a life.
Plospia's corpse lay nearest the
door between him and living room. Ai
the back lay the body of his wife. In
the next room were the other two
women and in the bed room the two
children, aged four and six.
LOOKING

FOR LAND

John A. Erb, after a short visit in
Las Vegas, left last night for his home
in Pliillpsiburg, Penn. Mr. Erb, who
is a prominent retired business man
of central Pennsylvania, has been in
Las Vegas looking over the surrounding country in the interest of a col
ony of farmers from his section. He
returned home with a favorable impression of the new state. He is a
firm believer on the future of New
Mexico and will recommend this sec
tion for a settlement of Pennsylvania
farmers. He has not as yet laid any
definite plans for the formation of the
colony but will return to Las Vegas
shortly after the first of next year.
He has under consideration several
tracts of land, some dry farming land
and others under irrigation, and after consulting the head of the col
ony, will return to close up the deal
for one of the tracts.
Mrs. E. J. Coen and her daughter, Miss Helen Coen, have given up
their homo at the corner of Seventh
and Baca streets and have taken
rooms at the Castaneda hotel. Mrs.
Coen has shipped all of her household
gods to her former home in Chicago,
and after spending n month in Las
Vegas will leave for alifornla. ft is
the greater
her intention to d
part of the coming year traveling la
of the United
fcari
the western
States, after which she will return to
Chicago, her home before coming to
Las Vegas a year ago.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

WASHINGTON

IS

PREPARING FOR
CONGRESS
EARLY ARRIVALS AMONG LEGISLATORS GIVE OUT THEIR
VIEWS TO THE PRESS.

the Du Pont company is evidently ho
sure of it that they are spending large
sums to prove) their claims, then all
this great outlay for fertilizers will be
unnecessary. It is pointed out that
in ordinary plowing the same old soil
Is merely turned over only a few
inches from the surface year after
year, and a decrease in crops is only
prevented by rotation or expensive
fertilizing. The theory of farming
with dynamite is that by planting
sticks of dynamite at regular intervals of space, and exploding them,
that the underlying soil is disturbed
to a depth of several feet, making it
porous and capable of absorbing plenty of water In rainy weather, and this
water, which is the principal plant
food, is drawn to the top by the roots
of the plant as needed for its growth,
carrying with it not only moisture but
necessary soluble fertilizing elements.
In the cotton fields of the south, production has been multiplied several
times over from plowing with dynamite, while increases of 33 per cent
are reported from corn fields. Melon
Inpatches also show remarkably
creased yields. J. H. Hale, the great
orchardist from Connecticut, has e
come a convert to the scheme, and
has planted thousands of trees with
dynamite, with surprising results. Illustrations have been received here
showing how the use of dynamite permits the roots of fruit trees to take
their natural downward course ino
the lower stratas of soil in wht-v- i
plenty of plant food elements are
available, and the development of the
trees planted with dynamite, and
without, in the same orchards demonstrates more than anything else the
success of the experiment. Cornell
University is authority for the statement that trees properly planted can
al sorb 60 per cent of the moisture
surrounding them, and where the underlying soil is especially prepared
for this purpose it is not strange that
photographs prove that trees set out
in land prepared by dynamite look
fully 100 per cent more healthy, and

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

SPECIAL TRAIN

OUR

Getting

WILL NOT BE

.

RUN
BUT A LARGE NUMBER OF NEW
MEXICO DELEGATES WILL ATTEND THE CONGRESS.

Acquainted,

Scarcely had the young man seated
himself when the little old woman
wandered into the reception room and
peeped at him over her spectacles.
"Oh, good evening," she said. "I
didn't know any one was here. I suppose you are waiting to see Eva?"
"Why why, yes," admitted the surprised young man. "I came to call!"
"I'm Eva's grandmother," said the
little old woman, abandoning her
search for the book she had come to
get and sitting down in front of him.
"I don't think I ever saw you before.
But I haven't visited Samuel's family
for more'n six years, and six years
makes a lot of difference in a girl!
A girl gets acquainted with all sorts
of people. When I saw Eva last she
was just a child with her hair in pigtails. She was the sweetest child,
though she was overgrown for her
age!
"She used to have the house full
and running over with all sorts of
children, and goodness knows where
she picked some of them up! There
were three or four boys in particular
I never could
abide smeary-faceimpertinent children with frightful
voices! But she seemed to be fond
of them. They lived right across the
street Did you live across from Eve
811 ye&Ta ago.
'No," said the young man. "I think
I was no angel child In those days,
but I was not acquainted with Miss
Burt then. I've known her only a
year."
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has paid much attention to Mr. Pome- - ers in the universe. The
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and
shouted
senate,
speeches
but Mr. Wilson's bureau has ent at the first session.! New Mexico tell then that she'd have all the boys
Ms demands from the housetops. Mr. vinced,
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hat
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Pomerene surely knew
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Congressman Henry of Texas, It has been suggested that the pass Colonel W. S. Hopewell Qf Albuquer money Andougnt few young men are
very
things.
gaiiRd in a day through the use of
age of the Simmons agricultural ex que, member of the National Board rich unless they inherited money from
single dramatic pronunciamento de- periment bill of the sixty-firs- t
con nf
will he in charge at New their fathers, and I can't say that
claring that "felon's stripes will prove gress would result in the taking up of Mexico headquarters and all New I've much use for that kind. They
a potential remedy for commercial such matters as
and
farming with dyna Mexico delegates should commfinfc seem to run to red automobiles
outlaws." The words had fi
mite in a practical manner that would cate with him at once on their arrival cigarettes. Do you smoke?
dropped from the Texan's lips before advanced the agricultural interests of in Chicago.
The young man laughed. "I'm not
rich
every Washington correspondent was the country to a great degree.
enough to smoke cigarettes," he
We sincerely hope that you may
it. I'm In the stogie
yelling that "this is hot copy," and
Out of the entanglement of political arrange to attend the congress and said. "Far from
class when it comes to that."
the following! morning; Henry and conditions within both of the old pohelp along the work for the new state.
"Dear me!" said the little old wom
"Felon's stripes" had traveled to the litical
parties a few thinge are be- Any other information desired will an.
Anynow, i n giaa you aon i unto
Inner den of every daily newspaper
ginning to show that look like real be furnished promptly.
to cigarettes.
Something about you
sanctum in America.
inuications of what may, or may not
Yours verv truly,
reminds me of Samuel when he was
It is learned) here that Senators happen, and firstly to be noted
H. B. HENING, Sec'y.
is the
young. Samuel was a fine boy. Eva
of
McCumber,
Curtis, of Kansas;
dnit of Wall street influence to tho
takes after him. Not that she doesn t
North Dakota, and Smoot of TTta'i, Harmon
fAvnr her mother a trifle, too. but
candidacy. The great money
have agreed to press the pension tower of tb-- j
she's her father all over
Pure Food or Poor Food?
becountry
evidently
measure commonly known as the
"Some young men are so reckless
When so eminent a food expert as Dr.
lieves Governor Harmon can win
bill at the approaching session
and
but
extravagant nowadays," went on
actually
not
approves,
only
against President Taft. The second Wiley
old woman.
of congress. This legislation was
little
the
of
a
"They never
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may
the
you
product,
point being made clear is that the advocates
assured of its- purity and seem to think that some day they
barred from the consideration of the Roosevelt talk is
be
absolutely
proving "more than henlthfulncss.
In a recent speech ur. may be married ana tnai a luue Bav
house of representatives at the speinteresting" and is Ja fact "disturb-in?- " Wilev commended in strongest terms ings account would come in mighty
cial session by reason of the prepon
to administration circles. The
the use of Cotton Oil as one of our rhost handy to furnish the flat instead of
derance of power of the "solid south."
oniy real activity, however, In the re valuable food constituents, stating that depending on the girrs relatives to
no
There is
question but what pension publican camp is that of the La Fol- undoubtedly better health would follow give them those things for wedding
legislation is going to have tough lette supporters, who are industrious its eeneral use. Lottolene the periect presents. I don t know anything i aa
sledding in the house, but the group ly
mire in a young man more than being
their candidate through shortening has been the leading product
in Cotton Oil cooking tats tor over a
of senators above will see to it that the booming
thrifty and saving. I don't see why
medium of a well organized
nnnrter nf a centurv. You will find the all of them don't do it. They would
the matter is not neglected in the
doctors all with you when you use Cotto- - if
senate, while there are plenty of
they had any sense. And you look
When congress onvenes on Decem- lene m place of hog fat.
as though you had sense!"
friends of meritorious pension legis- ber
i the country may expect to
"Thank you!" said the young man.
lation in the lower house.
hear great noises resulting from anTO BE QUIET
I agree with you!"
WEDDING
"Yes,
With William Jennings
Bryan nouncements, pronouncements, and
"I'm glad you do," said the little
Nov. 28. Only a small
Washington,
out
weak
the
supposed
spots
pointing
discoveries of the several chairmen party of relatives and intimate friends old woman, quickly. "Did you begin
1n the Roosevalt editorial on; the
of special committees who were dele- will witness the
when you were a small boy?"
wedding tomorrow
trusts, and Champ Clark taking a
The young man looked a trifle beby the special session to inves- of Miss Louise Foraker, daughter of
gated
smash at the Aldrich currency plan.
for a moment. "Oh," he said
wildered
natigate nearly every phase of the
former Ohio Senator and Mrs Joseph
It is hardly to be wondered at that tion's
a savings account
economical, industrial and po- B. Foraker, and Mr. Victor N, Cush at last. "You mean that'
I started one
there should have appeared expres- litical condition.
to
I'm
say
sorry
Nearly every one of
sions of approval in the eastern press these chairmen started out with t'ie man of New York. The wedding only about a year ago.'
will take place at noon at the Foraker
"Dear me!" said the little old womthat the two illustrious statesmen fond
hope of being able to unenrih
the Rev. an. "That's just as long as you've
have turned their attention away from either a sensation or at least a few residence in Sixteenth-street- ,
Roland Cotton Smith of St. John's known Eva, isn't it? Well, better late
free silver and the annextion-of-Can- grafters, and the exploitation of their church
Are you In business
never.
ada bug.
offlcatng. After the honey- than
work is bound to make fine material
downtown?"
Secretary Wilson says that $1,505, for home consumption in the different moon which is to be passed in the
"I'm with a manufacturing firm,"
000 was spent in Oklahoma tinder the
districts in the interval between De south, Mr. Cushmand and his bride explained the young man. "Some day
will establish their home in this city. I'm
supervision of the office of the public cember 1 and Christmas.
going In for myself."
roads of the department of agriculture
"I like Independence," said the little
For the first time in seven years a
during the past year. Mr. Wilson has meeting of the cabinet was held at TO IMPROVE TENNESSEE RIVER old woman. "I hope you go to church
been having considerable to say of the White House this
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 28. The regularly?"
week, instead
late regarding the government's work of at the executive offices.
The young man coughed. "Not as
annual convention of the Tennessee
as
should. I fear.' he mur
nften
of sending its experts to all parts of
Rivet Improvement associaton, which
mured.
the country to stimulate the movea
's
congressional!
appropria
seekng
COLUMBIA RACE MEETING
"I must tell Eva to take you," said
ment for good roads.
28. The tion to aid In the improvement of the
S. C, Nov.
Columbia,
Eva's
grandmother. "It's every young
At the agricultural department the
stables at the fair grounds track are Tennessee river so as to make it na woman's duty to see that those she
varin
conducted
experiments being
filled with several hundred fast hors vigable the year around, met in this has an interest In go to church!"
ious portions of the country under
es that have been brought here in city today with a targe attendance.
the direction of the agricultural colreadiness for the local race meeting
"Why," broke In Eva's voice as she
leges of the different states, In "farm-in- ?
Considering the number of people entered the room, "how do you do,
is scheduled to begin day
with dynamite" are being watchod The meeting
30 who have been disappointed in love, Mr. Lane!
I'm awfully glad to see
with ereat interest. A preliminary after tomorrow and will run for
it's a wonder there are not more pes- you have become acquainted with
Columbia
will
the
horses
From
days.
from
the
Issued
has
been
report
just
simists abroad in the land.
grandmother while you were waitcensus department showing that there be taken to Charleston for the 100
ing!"
arc 550 great fertilizing producing day meeting to be given in that city
"I hope to in the near future," said
concerns in the country, and that in
the young man as he got to his feet
to
man
a
his
tries
When
explain
1909 the value of their products was
"To tell the truth. I think that Just
The pretty manicure girl doesn"' political belief to his wife she doesn't at present it Is your grandmother
$103,960,000. If the theory attached
he who has got acquainted with mat"
to the use of dynamite In agricultural hav to wait for leap year in order understand it any better than
does
to secure a man's hand.
and
be
correct,
to
found
is
pursuits
sixty-secon-
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THANKSGIVING SALE
CLOSES WEDNESDAY EVENING
Until then,

SUITS, SILK and VELVET DRESSES, SKIRTS
and MILLINERY
at very attractive prices.

this season's goods

All

PRICES REDUCED

1-- 4

to

1-- 3

R0SENWALD

VICTOR

BLOCK

TALKING

PLAZA

MACHINES

Hr.r:

ESTABLISHED 1Q6Z

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

-

j

our entire line of Women's new and stylish

ADVERTISED GOODS

'

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation bel.ind his

,,i

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

fr

y

-

1

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Ball tickets will be $10
committee.
a piece.
Sentiment seemed to be against a
exercises
parade. The inaugural
proper are to take place at high noon
I
in the hall of representatives at the
capitol.
A number of
were
appointed but as there may be additions to these committees, the list of
committees will not be published unThe executive committee
COMMITTEE MEETS IN SANTA FE til later.
adjourned subject to the call of the
AND PRACTICALLY DECIDES
chairman.

NEW GOVERNOR'S
NAUGURATION

PLANNED

UPON

NEW YEAR'S.

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 28. The ex
ecutive committee that is making ar
rangements for tho inauguration of
Governor-elec- t
W. C, McDonald, met
in the office of Judge N. B. Laughlin.
Mayor Arthur Sellgman presided and
besides him,
there were present
,
Judge N. B. Laughlin, Dr. J. A. Mas-eieF.
A.
Paul
and
Bronson Cutting
Walter. Governor W. J. Mills was
elected chairman.
The great impediment in the way
of taking action on various matters
is the indeflniteness of the date on
which President Taft will issue his
proclamation and the uncertainty of
Governor McDonald as to the date of
the inauguration. Matters could he
best arranged if the inauguration
were held on New Year's day and the
committee proceeded with that date
In view, although ready to change it
to any previous or later date if found
necessary.
It was decided to hold the inaugur
al reception in the Palace of the Gov
ernors, which is not only historically
appropriate but also well arranged
for the event. The reception will be
public and free to every one who
desires to meet the new governor
and the new state officers. The inaugural ball will be held in the National Guard armory or at the Palace
hotel, the committee on arrangements being directed to look Into the
matter and report to the executive

1

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

William J. Bryan is enjoying a vacation cruise in the West Indies.
of Cin
Henry T. Hunt, mayor-elec- t
cinnati, is only 33 years lold.
Canton, O., the old home of Presi
dent McKinley, has elected a socialist
mayor.
St. Louis will make bids for both
the republican and democratic na
tional conventions.
Pendleton, Oregon, will hold a spe
cial election next week to vote on the
proposal ;tol iadopt the commission
plan of government.
Mathias J. Scholey, mayor of Kenosha, has announced his intention to
seek the democratic nomination for
governor of Wisconsin next year.
It is rumored in Indiana that at the
next democratic national convention
the name of Senator John W. Kern
will be presented for the presidentinl
nomination.
A convention is to be held In Los
Angeles in January to form a political organization of woman voters, to
be known as the California Women's
Progressive league.
At Its meeting in Little Rock next
month the Arkansas democratic state
committee will probably adopt a res

olution providing for the holding of
a presidential primary.
Political rumor has it that if William R. HearBt cannot land the democratic presidential nomination for
himself he would like to see it go
to Mayor Carter Harrison of Chicago.
Edwin Lee, chairman of the Indiana Republican State committee,
has withdrawn from the race for reelection, leaving the contest between
Harry S. New of Indianapolis and
Will H. Hays of Sullivan.
An organization of North Dakota
democrats has been effected and
clubs will be organized all over the
state for the purpose of securing the
1912 vice presidential nomination for
Governor John Burke.
When Mayorelect Joseph Dennis
of Belle Center, Ohio, assumes his office the first of the year he will have
the distinction of being the oldest
executive in the United
States. Mr. Dennis is in his eighty-sixt- h
year.
Governor Harmon of Ohio, governor of Ohio, Governor Norrls of Montana, former Governor Folk of Missouri and several other democ ratio
leaders of national prominence are
scheduled to address a great ralRy of
democrats of the northwest to be
held in Fargo in Jsnuary.
The republican state committee
of West Virginia has decided in favor 01 a statewide primary, with the
state as a unit. X9 1912. The dec's'on
was reached only after a prolonged
f.?ht by a number of prominent
leaders, who favored the
district unit plan.
n
United States Senator William
Smith of Michigan claims the
unique distinction of being the only
member of congress whose mother is
a qualified voter. Mrs. Smith, who
is 76 years old, is a resident of Santa
Ana, Cal., and has registered to vote
at the next election there.
Al-de-
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THEY'RE AFTER

By Rosalie G. Mendel
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THRU

Weak Stomachs
MADE STRONG BY USING
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ID

anybody telephone? Anybody
call? Any mall?

anything
asked
s

Kendall telephoned and Invited me to
io to the theater this evening."
"Do I understand you to say that
Bert Kendall telephoned and Invited
you to the theater
this evening?"
gasped Nan In amazement.

"That's

Although most of her time is taRen up with the affairs of her husband, Mrs. Thomas P. Gore, wife of the blind senator from Oklahoma, finds
plenty of time to coo over her charming baby
Mrs. Gore might be termed "assistant senator," as most of her hus
band" official correspondence is attended to by her. High tribute and credit
are given Mrs. Gore by men of national and international prominence
for the way In which Bhe has aided the senator.

MEN

SAM

During this time from two to three
years must be spent In actual service "under the colors without Interruption."
In England It has been taken for
NEW ARMY NUMBERING 16,000,000
granted that a ministry which atAVAILABLE.
tempted to enforce compulsory military service in time of peace would collapse. There is no doubt that still
All
Men Between 18 and more formidable results would follow
45 Now Compelled to Do Military
any attempt to Prussianize the United
States in actual fact.
Duty When Called Upon by
o the terms of the
According
the Authorities.
law adopted by congress In 1903 and
In 1908
and 191i "the
When President Taft ordered the amended
mobilization of the militia shall consist of every
unprecedented
male citizen and every
d
United States reg- of foreign birth who has
ular army along declaredmale
his intention of becoming a
the Mexican fron- - citizen."
tier, there were
many who cried
THE GOVERNMENT
"Militarism!" Pei ANNOYED
haps they did not
know that, under Illinois Firm's Money Order Adveran unobtrusive entisement Upset the Postal Authoractment of conities In Washington.
gress, every able- A firm in Elgin, 111., recently
debodied citizen between 18 and 45 years of age is en- mised an advertising scheme in which
rolled as a soldier of the United postal money orders played a part
States, under compulsion to serve if very satisfactory to the advertisers
called upqn-- n time of war.
but somewhat upsetting to the postal
By Xhe Y--x
system, copied from authorities.
The advertiser secured at the post
Prufsia and partly from Great Britain,
there arc now approximately 16,000,- - office 600 money orders for two cents
000 men liable for field duty under each, payable to as many individuals.
control of the war department. These A form letter was then prepared
are divided by law into three "lines." which notified the reader that inasThe first comprises about 78,000 regu- much as his time was probably worth
$10,000 a year, the Inclosed money orlars (17,310 in 1910), who may be
by enlistment to 100,000. The der was to pay for the half minute
second Is the National Guard, known that it would take to read the inclosed
under the acts of last year, 1908 and circular.
As a result, practically everyone
1903, as the organized militia, and now
a circular read It, but
numbering 121,580, with no limit on who received
Its increase. The third, created by act very few of tbem cashed the money
of congress, is the reserve militia. orders, and in a short time the postal
were In serious difficulties.
Including every citizen capable of bear- authorities
money order issued, no matter
ing arms, and estimated at 15,490.000 Every
for how small an amount, must be
men. Most of these, probably, are unaware that they are officially troops entered on the books, and If they are
In a legally constituted division of the not redeemed in a certain time the
federal authorities must know the reaUnited States army.
This vast army of reserve militia- son why. Consequently every order
an Investigation.
men is not regarded by the war de- not cashed required
As a result each two-cemoney orpartment as part of the militia of the der
purchased by the Elgin merchant
states, but as "federal citizen soldiery."
represented about a dollar's worth of
a supplement of the regular army
red tape.
the
proto
is
taken
escape
This view
visions of the constitution which vest
WASHINGTON NOTES.
in the states a large control over their
In
the
Guard.
National
organized
The Gospel Mission of the District
opinion of army experts, this divided of Columbia
has recently purchased
control operates against military etli
the old District building, paying for
clency. In a report made by the chief it S22.000.
of the division of militia affairs, this
SherIt is said that
official conviction is frankly expressed
down in history as a preman
will
go
as follows:
siding officer in the senate who has
"The conclusion is reached that decided
more tied questions than any
while a federal citizen soldiery m;iy other man who ever
the
occupied
serv
field
for
efficient
be made really
chair.
cir
ice, a state militia under existing
Strange as it may seem, Senator
cumstances will always vary from
of Maine feared burial alive.
Frye
unsatisfacto
very
very satisfactory
are a few of his real Intimate
There
to
be
be
can
expected
hardly
tory. It
who believe that he left befriends
uniformly efficient.
hind explicit Instructions about terms
"A body of federal citizens soldiers, that were to be taken after his death.
organized by federal law, would have
Secretary of the Navy Meyer has Isto be organized under the power of sued strict orders that naval regulacongress, granted by the constitution tions Bhall be enforced in the navy
to raise and support armies It could yard, and declares that laxity In the
not be any part of the militia author- naval service in complying with Sunized by the Constitution. Such a reday observance regulation will not be
serve force might well constitute a tolerated.
part of the regular army of the United
The body of Theodore Kuggles
States a reserve branch to supple- Timby, reputed inventor of the turactive
with
the
combine
ment and
ret, has lain in the cemetery in Brookregular army and the organized militia lyn for many years. Several patriotic
emerof
for national defense in time
societies have concocted a plan for
gency
the remains brought to Washhaving
In theory the army situation In the
and Interred in Arlington.
ington
United States, as well as In England,
Miss Alice Copley Thaw, formerly
is now the same as that of Prussia;
Countess of Yarmouth, has bought
that is, all eligible citizens have been the house once occupied by Chief Jusimpressed in a body into the service tice Puller. It is a fine,
The same
of the war department.
place, with big rooms and high ceilpurpose has been served in the three ing, and adapted to entertaining, but
countries that in case of war the the question is whether fashionable
demilitary would not be compelled to
Washington will again accept the
pend upon volunteers.
lady.
The difference Is In the manner In
Making or repairing any article for
which the various war department
an official, guard or other employe of
exercise their powers. In Germany the federal prison at Leavenworth,
compulsory service means that every Kan., by prison labor is now prohibitcitizen fit to bear arms belongs for ed by Attorney General VVickersham.
seven years to the regular army, for It has been the custom since the
five more years to the landwehr (corprison was established for prison auresponding to our National Guard), thorities and employes to have furniyear, ture, clothing, etc.. repaired or made
and then, until his thirty-nintto a second levy of the landwehr. by the prisoner.
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UNCLE

Abie-Bodie- d

what I said." responded
Fan
Your surprise at my receiving
theater invitation is not very complimentary. It is not an unheard ot
event."
"You know it isn't that,
sis-fo- rgive

uiuuiffiean to nun your leei- Ings. But Bert Kendall has always
been distinctly my friend. You scarcely know him."
That evening Fan went to the theater with Bert Kendall. On her return
she burst into Nan's room, turned on
the electric lights, shook her sleeping
sister Into consciousness, and exclaimed: "Nan sister! Never have
I
spent such a horrible evening. The
very thought of it makes me shiver.
What you can see ln that apology for
a man is beyond human comprehen-

sion."
"Why, Fan, dear, calm yourself. I've
never seen you so disturbed. Tell me
all about it. What has happened?"
asked Nan, now thoroughly aroused.
"To begin with, when Bert Kendall
ailed he stared at me with his mouth

able-bodie- d
able-bodie-
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MED

ICAL
ASSOCIATION
HAS
AROUSED IRE OF PRESS

hap-pen?- "

Nan

as she rushed Into
the room after an
shopping
tour.
for
"No one
an- you. dear,"
swered her sister
Fan.
"Hut Bert

Mrs. Gore and Her Baby.

STATEMENT OF AMERICAN

Chicago, Nov. 28. The protest
against a "doctors' trust" voiced in
Chicago last week by the National
League for Medical Freedom called
forth a vigorous
denunciation oi
"politics and pills" by the Chicago
Daily News, which characterized the
American Medical association's proposal as "the disgraceful attempt which
is now under way to induce congress
to pass a law for the glory and profit
of one school of medicine and against
all other forms of medical practice.'
Concerning the matter the News said:
It is well that the league has brought
prominent before the American people the impudent and inlurlous feat- ureB of the bnl tnat 08tensibiy tg ln.
...
00, tIV uiutrAi tu
'i
LUC7
LU U
mvitij
health. Allopathic doctors whounder- take to use congress to put down
hometopathy and all other schools of
medicine except their own are going
far in the direction of medlavalism,
against which the government of the
United States itself stands as a moil
umental protest. It Is not to be sup
lK)sed that advocates of the allopathic school of medicine generally ap-- I
rove of this amazing business. For
no right thinking American can believe in a state system
of medical
practice any more than he believes in
a state church. All schools of medi
cine must be permitted in this country to stand strictly on their merits.
To legislate
ln behalf of any one
of them to the injury of the others
would intolerable.
If bolstered up
by the law the practitioner of the
favored type would not have ,tf rely thenceforth exclusively on his skill
and might proceed to lower his standard pf efficiency or to take other liberties with his legally established position."

,H,

1

V

The easy money for "insiders" of
corporations of the United States
was disclosed in Chicago
telephone
affairs last week when the American
Telephone and Telegraph company offered to exchange its shares for those
jof Its tChioago subsidiary (concern.
The stockholders
and "outsiders"
were astonished to observe a rise in
the market price of Chicago Telephone stock from 1250 to 138, no
reason for this being apparent until
the mysterious market movement had
been under way for several days
Then those who had sold their stock
were given the explanation, an object
lesson in "easy money" making by
those who sit on the board of directors of American corporations, or
their friends. When the offer of the
share for share,
parent company,
with the parent company's stock at
$140, was made public the market rise
was explained. The offer was as fr
lows: "We hereby offer to exchange
American Telephone and Telegraph
company stock for stock of the Chicago Telephone company, share for
share. To be transferred hereunder
stock must be properly Indorsed for
transfer and deposited with the
Northern Trust company, Chicago, on
or before December 23, 1911.' Several million dollars were quietly transferred to fortunate persons who were
given knowledge of matters relating
to the stock of which the stockholders were not apprised.
This case
was only one more to argue in favor
of the British law, recommended ir
New York by Samuel Untermeyer,
wtbich prohibits
Idirelctors
dealing
in the securities of their own
makes them accountable to the
big:

"He Stared at Me."
open, until I felt like a freak of nature. Then he grabbed hold of my
arm, rushed me downstairs, threw me

and distinctly said
into the taxi-caunder his breath, 'It's the limit!' He
addressed not one word to me all
evening. Not alone that, he never
heard one word I said to him.
"Oh, such a night! When he left at
my door, I didn't say, 'Thank you
for a pleasant evening,' 'Come again,'
or any of the other formalities that
propriety and Laura Jean Llbbey demand. I simply snapped 'Good night'
and felt like adding 'Forever, amen,'
b

ad Infinitum.

Duffy's Pare MaSt Whiskey

A taMespoonful in milk or water before
meals and retiiing will correct disturbances
of the stomach and bowels.
It aids digestion, builds new tissues, quickens the cir-

It tones the system and keeps
culation.
the organs healthy and active. It enables the
old to enjoy the sports, of youth and keeps
the young strong and vigorous.
Sold by druKiti. grocers and denim in Mated
bottles, price $1.00. If you can't procure it, let

us know and we will tell you bow to obtain it.
Write for free doctor's advice and book of recipes
for table and sick room.
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. T.

shareholders and to the public. Many
corporation men are now pointing to
the Sherman act as the one which
needs reformation, urging federal
charters and control but neglecting
to mention the shortcomings of the
laws prescribing the duties of the directors to orporate affairs.
Fifty million dollars would be added to. the wealth of Illinois alone if
the uderal government should reclaim the swamp lands ot the country, according to E. T. Perkins, managing director of the Chicago Irriga
tion commission. The need of reclaimt
lands as well as the
ing the
too-dr-y
lands will become an important issue in the Ninenteenth Irrigation congress to be held in Chicago
December 5 to 9 and the southern
delegates and western delegates may
find it the crux of the gathering. "Irrigation of arid lands and reclamation
of swamp lands," said Mr. Perkins,
"do not seem to belong in the same
litter, but they are closely related
and Interdependent. There are about
a million acres of land in Illinois,
useless because swampy, which could
be reclaimed. If those million acres
are reclaimed at a cost of $10 an
acre and are worth $50 when tillable
a conservative estimate the net
addition to the state's peramnent
wealth will be $40,000,000 The Irri'
gation congress at Pueblo last year
adapted a resolution approving the reclamation of swamp land and request
ing congress to undertake the work.
under a policy corresponding with
that of the federal reclamation service in reclaiming arid land. This
question will come up again at the
Nineteenth congress and an effort
will be made to have the irrigation
congress urge the passage by the national government of the bill now
pending in congress. There is technically and legally no more objection
to the issuance of federal bonds for
swampy reclamation than for and reclamation. The people of the Mississippi valley, are or they should be,
vitally Interested in the drainage
of swamp and overflow lands. There
are approximately 79,000.000 acres
which can be reclaimed and most are
ln the Mississippi valley."

much-discusse- d
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The ominous shadow of the ticket
speculator hovers above grand opera
in Chicago much as it did over big
league baseball at the close of the
season. The premium charged by
"scalpers" caused an investigation
and a public outcry which, however,
has not stopped the scalping. The
admitted
that some
investigators
tickets had been sold to speculators
although the demand at the box office
could not be supplied. Now the row
is on, "the fat Is in the fire," and
more ii the pity for grand opera
started off with flying colors, one of
the songsters, whose gestures were
more expressive than her Englisb, declared Chicago was becoming a favorite place with grand opera stars.
"Chicago is either hot or cold, either
likes or dislikes. It is honest. So I
am anxious to please Chicago," she
said, gesticulating deliciously, "I do
not feel like some who say: 'Poof!
I have the big name. Ycu must give
to me the applause.' I must feel the
sympathy of the audience If the audience Is not warm, if I do not feci
that there Is aprpeciatlon I am not
the ginger. The I must make noises
like the like the
"phonograph,"
It was
suggested the interviewer.
not a particularly brilliant suggestion.
Madame's meaning was perfectly apparent through her gestures. To say
"phonograph" sounds flat when one
has seen a songster "gesture" a phonograph.

"It's all your fault. Nan; you
shouldn't cultivate such men for
friends. I didn't want to go, anyway.
Why did you insist upon my accepting
his Invitation?" sobbed Fan.
"Oh," gasped Nan, "I don't begin to
understand. There Is some mystery
somewhere. When with me Bert Kendall has always acted like a perfect
gentleman."
The next day, while Nan was down
town, whom should she meet but the
Bert Kendall.
Seeing her, he rushed forward, grabbed both her hands and shook them
till she begged for mercy.
"Nan; Nan! This Is too good. By
George, I'm glad to Bee you. You do
look stunning, girl. I've been trying
-Fto screw up my courage to 'phone you
all day, and I couldn't after my won- Headaches,
Colds, Indigestion,
derful exhibition of last night I am
Pains.
Constipation, Sour Stomach,
a fool, Nan."
If you are not, the most
so
Dizziness?
"Yes
it seems," calmly assented
Nan.
and pleasant
"I'll tell you how it all happened," effective, prompt
of them is to
of
rid
method
natI
Bert.
"When
getting
telephoned,
began
urally I asked for you but that imbe- take, now and then, a desertspoon-fu- l
cile maid ot yours sent Fan to the
of the ever refreshing and truly
'phone. Your voices sound exactly
alike. Your very own mother couldn't beneficial laxative remedy Syrup
tell them apart. So I Issued the fatal of
Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
invitation to Fan instead of Nan.
well
known throughout the world
"Imagine my surprise when calling
at your home to find your sister wait- as the best of family laxative remeing to receive me Instead of the one dies, because it acts so gently and
I've been dreaming about day and
night You could have knocked me strengthens naturally without irriover with a feather.
tating the system in any way.
"But it was funny, after all, wasn't
To get its beneficial effects it ii
"You and I
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
it, Nan?" added Bert.
must make up for it tonight we'll always necessary to buy the genuWillie Lewis vs. Mike Gibbons, 10
have a regular lark. Please say you ine, manufactured
by the California rounds, at New York.
wllL"
Mike (Twin) Sullivan vs. Paddy
Co.,
bearing the name
And as Nan consented, she laugh- Fig Syrup
Lavin, 10 rounds, at Cleveland.
I
If
of
the
"Poor
wonder
added,
Fan,
on
ingly
Company, plainly printed
she'll appreciate the joke."
the front of every package.
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reduce the expense materially:
Roast Turkey. Oyster Dressing.
Mashed Potatoes.
Cranberry Jelly.
Creamed Onions. Corn Pudding.
Methods of Tillage May Be LookCelery.
Fruit Salad.
ed Into With Profit.
Mince Pie.
Pumpkin, Pie.
"left-overs-
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Coffee. Nuts.
And this is the cost:
Two pies
Corn, one can

$ 30
15
10

Some of Western Experiment 8Utlon
Reached Conclusion That Excessively Deep Plowing Not
Always Profitable.
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as out of place on the Thanksgiving ulating the bowels. For sale by all farming methods, says: "The writer's
opinion Is that on deep, heavy clay
menu as turkey would be without druggists.
lolls, plowing to a depth of ten inches
cranberry sauce. In the opinion of
will insure as good and possibly better
mak
in
as
so
never
some persons. And as for dessert,
A girl is
crafty
results than plowing to a greater
well, anything except pie would be ing it somewhow she isn't.
depth, but that on lighter soils an occrime.
a culinary
casional plowing to a depth ol fifteen
Here's a menu that conforms to all
to eighteen inches is advisable."
Headache, Nervousness
the traditions of the great American andBackache,
While the results above mentioned
men
and
rheumatism, both in
feast day, and, at the present market women, mean kidney trouble. Do not are not applicable to all sections, and
prices, need not ,be expensive. With allow It to progress beyond the reach we would not, of course, recommend
careful pi Riming, and even allowing of medicine but stop it promptly with plowing the land to a depth of ten
Kidney Pills. They regulate Inches regardless of local conditions,
$2.50 for a plump,
turkey, Foleyaction
organs. we believe they are of value in callof the
the
this dinner could bo served to ten Tonic in action, quickurinary
in results. O.-- ing the attention of our readers to the
a
cost
not
at
$5.00.
persons
exceeding
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
fact that the average farmer is not
plowing his land deep enough. Those
who are plowing their stubble lands
A
this fall In anticipation of droughty
conditions next year should plow their
land from one to two inches deeper
AT AN
than they have been doing In the past.
Those who have been plowing six or
seven inches deep will undoubtedly
improve the producing power of their
land by plowing seven or eight inches
this fall, while those who have been In
the habit of plowing only four or five
Inches in depth may well plow two
Inches deeper. This, of course, Is only
a general statement, and each person
must determine for himself what he
may reasonably expect from deeper
plowing. However, as a general proposition there is no question but that
we have reached the stage when we
must work our land deeper and give It
more surface cultivation.
If deeper plowing conserves more
moisture in tbe arid belt, there is no
reason why It should not also do the
same In the humid belt. No one knows,
of course, whether next year will be a
dry one or not, but even if we should
have a normal rainfall our soils will
still be short of moisture. We never
have what is ordinarily called a wet
year following a dry year. Let us prepare for a shortage of moisture next
year; It will be money in our poc'.eta
sub-surfa-

long-handle- d
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TURKEY IS WITHIN
EVERYBODY'S
REACH
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28, 1911.

Dust sn the Family Bible.
Rev. Patrick
Bradley, preaching
upon the prevalent neglect of the

FINISHED

JOLLY COMEDY IS COMING
EARLY DATE NEXT MONTH

to do so.

James modern drummer, a character with
Yrbe' favorite comedy, (romefrj1 to which every man, woman and child in
the Duncan opera house on Tuesday this countryseems familiar. A special
December 5. Mr. Forbes as a crea- company of actors of proved ability
tor of risible expressions, sprang into has been .engaged to Interpret the
various characters. The "drummer,"
prominence by reason of "The Chorus
Bob Blake, will be played here by
Lady," but he has more than dupl- Don
MacMilj&tt. an actor of much
icated his first success with "The prominence in comedy roles, and the
Traveling Salesman." The play is a opposite part, Beth Elliott, is in the
'
li amorous exposition of the life of a hands of 'Dorothy Grey.

"The Traveling

Salesman,'-

-

Field Free From Weeds.
The corn field that has been kept
free from weeds this summer will
suffer less from the drought and be
most easily handled when it comes
to cutting for the silo.
Fall Plowing 'Best.
Fall plowing will make a much
nore compact seed bed than wili
and crops growl
ipring plowing,
hereon will be less subject to Injur

torn drought.

IN

BULK

HYPNOTIC
TROUPE
WHOLESALE
FUN
AT DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
1

A Vase Safeguard.
When one has vases that are either
very expensive or that are treasured
for their associations she will be
glad to learn of some safeguard that
will keep them from shattering when
from a profusion of flowers.
The simplest method Is to place sliver
sand or a handful of white pebbles so
that with their additional heaviness
the bottom of the vase will be less
unstable and thus giving the advantage of arranging the stems more to
one's desire.
top-heav- y

Faith From the Devil.
master, when reading
from the church catechism, asked a
boy, "Where do we get the articles
of our faith from?" The boy hesitated a girl answered "from the
bible. "Quite right," said the master.
"Now, William, where do we get the
articles of our faith from?" The
boy, having only indistinctly heard
the
the sound, answered "from
devil!"
A school

A Bishop's

Suspenders.
Suspenders are modern, decidedly
so. There are men styi living in
South Carolina who remember when
an effort was made to discipline the
great Bishop William Capers of the
Methodist church for wearing them.
It was contended that in doing so
he set a bad example by a display
of worldliness.
Real Joy.
There's joy in the smile of an artless child. There's joy in a maiden's
eye. There's joy In the spring when
the song birds sing. There's joy in
a lover's sigh. Dut such joys all
pale and easily fail to come with th
joyous thrill of the woman who know
that her newest clothes give her rt
vals a nervous chill.
in Canada.
expert condemns the common
practice on this continent of laying
out our cities with the regularity of a
box of blocks. This system is the
triumph of utilitarianism. We usually
build our cities on the plan of a certain sort of bookcase, so that it Is easy
to add new sections whenever we like,
without Incongruity.
City Building

An

Foolish.
Why go to the ant or imitate th
Industrious bee? The ant is a crazy
parasite and the bee works all summer for honey, only to be robbed during his winter sleep. Let the ant
come to man and learn method; the
bee and learn practical banking.
Baltimore Evening Sun.

Hot-hous-

ten-poun- d

ENTERTAINMENT

bible, said: "Whilst I have walked
through the different families of my
congregation, I have found too little
use made of the sacred volume which
contains our right and title to a happy
Immortality. Many plead that they
cannot have the bible always in their
hands. True, but in many cases I
find family bibles lying so unused
that, with my finger, I could write RANDOLPH
damnation upon the covers of them!
CREATES
These things ought not to be."

For Breaking Out.
"Why do you have those glass cases
with the ax, hammer, crowbar and se
forth, on these cars?" asked a traveler
on the railroad going to New York.
"Oh, those are put there In case any
one wants a window open," replied

the facetious man.

Making Wood of Straw.
Science, with an eye to the manufacture of artificial wood from straw,
is now experimenting In London. At
the outset it is proposed to utilize
the process for the manufacture ol
matches, and it is claimed the cost
will be lessened.
Olive Tree 400 Years Old.
There are in Syria some olive trees
which are known to be more than
400 years old.
Not only
they
still tn a flourishing condition, but

ae

Entertainment in bulk, in whole- sale and retail quantities, was delivered last night from the stage of the
Duncan opera house by the Randolph
Hypnotic troupe, which appeared In
the opening performance of an engagement of one week. The troupe
is composed of real artists, from Dr.
Randolph, dean of American hypnotists, down to the several young men
who permitted themselves to be put
through outlandish antics for the
amusement of the crowd.
These young men responded quickly
to the call of the doctor when he
asked for volunteers. While the audience was trying to figure out where
so many strange young men came
from, two or three men and boys who
were instantly recognized by the
crowd stepped to the platform. They
did not appear to be as susceptible
to the hypnotic Influence as did their
companions on the stage. However,
they finally were obliged to capitulate
to the wonderful powers of hynotism
and joined in wjth the other subjects
in the series of outlandish
antics
through which they were directed.
These antics pleased the crowd,
which laughed, laffed and lawfed until it would seem that it was about
to grow crazy. They also pleased
some of the youths recognized as
"home boys", who went through them
with a grin upon their faces. The influence of hynotism was felt through
out the entire audience, as was at
tested by the profusion of applause
and laughter provoked by the jokes
sprung by the doctor and a black-facecomedian, who held the boards
at the opening of the performance.
They were the kind of jokes that
seem to grow better with the telling
but that may have been due to the
influence of hypnotism.
Arzullia, a wonderful spiritualistic
medium, retired within a cabinet,
from the depths of which she thrilled
the audience by answering a number
of questions which were propounded
through cards upon which her auditors had written their enquiries. Arzullia is an optomlst. Those who
asked her concerning their future
were assured that they would have
plenty of luck She is a booster for
Las Vegas and New Mexico, telHns
those who enquired that they should
remain here and enjoy the glorious
future. She told Dick Smith that he
was born in England but had difficulty in convincing Mr. Smith that
such was the case as he has always
d
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Essential to Comfort

Perfection
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"Warmth Is essential to comfort. As you grow older, it Is

hardly less essential to health.

Get a Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater, and you keep warm and com
in
fortable
your home, no matter what the weather withouL
gives a strong, widespread heat, and gives it
It
is
ready for use and bums nine hour on a single
always
quickly.
no more trouble than a lamp. It can be carried anywhere ;
filling
no pipes, no wires, no flues ; no smoke, odor or (Bit

The Perfection

The heater that give complete satisfaction.
I his
year's Perfection u finished in either blue enamel or plain Heel ; nickel
All parts
trimmings ; light and ornamental, yet strong and durable as can be mad.
flame spreader prevents smoking.
easily cleaned. Automatic-lockin- g
Deiitn everywhere ; or write to any afsacy of iha

Continental Oil Company
llncorporatoeT)
believed he came into the world in
another locality. She told the people
were Mabel's grave might be found,
thus forever putting an end to the
discussion of a subject that has been
the talk of this community for years.
Early in the performance Rulo, the
youth who, had been sleeping in his
grave at the corner of Sixth and
Main streets since late Saturday afternoon, was aroused to life by Dr.
Randolph. Buko liked the sensation
so well that he was among the early
volunteers when Dr. Randolph asked
for subjects. Hypnotism was demon
strated to be a sure cure for the tobacco habit as Buko, when asked if
he would like a cigarette, made a wry
face and hustled off the stage. He
was smoking a cigarette and appeared quite addicted to the habit when
he prepared to be buried Saturday.
The troupe will continue to perform
stunts of a marvelous nature each
evening this week. Dr. Randolph defies anybody to find the slightest
trace of fake in any of the proceedings. So far nobody has offered any
explanations for the stunts performed
last night.

LORD GREY'S BIRTHDAY

London, Nov. 28. Earl Grey, who
recently retired from the governor
generalship of Canada, received many
congratulations today on his sixtieth
Many of Lord
birthday anniversary
Grey's friends in Canada sent rues
sages of greeting.
--

$100

Reward,

$100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure In all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken
internally, acting directly npon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building nrhe constitution and assisting nature T afajng
Ks work.
The proprietors have 'no
much faith in its curative power
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it falls to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address F. 3. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold bv all Druggists. 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

Money used in charity seems much
For coughing, dryness and tickling more expensive than any other wav
and all
in the throat, hoarseness
People are too busy with foolish
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey amusements to have any time for senO. G. Pchaefer
and Tar Compound:
sible ones.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

With every

40 Turkeys
to be given

50cPurchase

at
Bacharach's
Xmas Eve
Dec. 24, 1911

Ticket that
may bring
you a Fine
Fat Turkey

FREE

we give one

TOYLAND IS NOW READY
FOR INSPECTION

they are likely to bear fruit for s
century or two longer.

On 2nd. Fioor

Has Plenty of Time.
In St. Petersburg has 95

A clock

faces, indicating simultaneously the
time at 30 different spots on the
earth's surface, besides the move
ments of the earth and planets. '

A

Complete Absolutely New Line of Christmas Toys and Dolls

has just been opened and are out on display.

We

believe it

to be the strongest exhiibtion ever put on sale in Las Vegas.

Fuel Economy Method.
Tests made by a French railroad ol
a device for heating water before It
reaches the boiler by exhaust steam
showed a fuel econsmy of more than
twelve per cent.

The prettiest dolls you ever saw in your life.

Trumpets,

Drums, Horns, Doll Beds, Doll Houses, Sets of China Dishes,
Mechanical Toys, Rubber Balls, Blocks, Character Lndestruct.

Posing and Proposing.
That German photographer who
says American girls don't know how
to pose must have got an unsatisfactory negative from one of them.

Italian Centenarians.
The latest census has revealed the
existence in Italy of over 600 parsons having lived more than a

Mind Is the Master.
The mind is the master over every
kind of fortune; a great mind becomes a great fortune. Seneca.
Oak Tree's Length of Life.
The heart of an oak tree begins to

rot after

300

years.

able Dolls and so continuing"
t

Special Sale of Table Linens and Napkins Is On In
Full Blast Until November 30, 1911
14

Off all

Coats,

THE

STORE OF QUALITY"
1--

Suits

and Dresses

5

Off
all

E.LasVegas

n.m:

Boy's Suits
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PERSONALS

The Prescriptionisl

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS
Phoue

DRUG
IVIaiu

CO.

.

No Darning

For Six Months
If You Get This Mark on Your

Hosiery Today
Buy six pairs of Holeproof Hosiery now
and you won't have any darning for
half a year no necessity of wearing
darned hose - no wasted time in looking for whole hose no hosiery trouble
whatever. Try it for six months.

FAMOUS

Holeproof Hosiery

For Men Women and Children
and
The genuine bears the trade-mar- k
the signature of Carl Freschl. 38 years
of experience go into every pair.
See the wide assortment toda'-- . Six
pairs cost $1.50 to $3.00 acr irding to
finish. For sale by

Hoffman and
Graubarth
Sole Agent
WARNING

A,

COMPARISON

Cecillo Rosen wald and James Clav
drove out Into the country this morning on a business trip.
A. H. Iewls, a Santa Fe official
from Trinidad, arrived last night and
was la Las Vegas today on business.
Mrs. N. J. Walls arrived this after
noon from her home in Wagon Mound
for a short visit in Las Vegas with
trlends.
Roy Sellnger will leave tonight for
Santa Rosa, Mexico, where he will
enter the employ of the Santa Rosa
Mining company.
Mrs. Mary Freeman, after an extended visit with her daughter, Mr.
A. D. Tillman, left last night for her
home in Callao, Mo.
The Ven. Archdeacon W. E. Warren arrived yesterday afternoon from
Raton and left last night for his
home In Albuquerque.
Miss Mary Coors will return to Las
exVegas tomorrow evening after an
tended visit in Lawrence, Kau., and
other points in that state.
A. M. Jameson, agent for the Stetson Shoe company, arrived last night
from the east and was in Las Vegas
today visitng Bacharach Brothers, the
local agents for the concern.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Freeman,
after spending a month in Las Vegas
visiting their two sons and daughter,
will leave tonight for their home In
Marceline, Mo.
la ,
C. tit. Carpenter of Waterloo,
who has been In Las Vegas for several days looking over the dry farming
land on the mesa, left last night for
California.
Territorial Good Roads Engineer W.
K. Smythe left this afternoon lor Bernalillo, where he will inspect the
work on the road between Santa Fe
and Albuquerque.
A. H. Souter, after stopping off on
his way from his home in Holland,
Ind.. to California, to investigate tho
land in this vicinity, left last uight
for Los Angeles.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of- St.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church, returned last night from Albuquerque,
after occupying the pulpit of St.
John's Episcopal church at all of the
services Sunday.
Ramon Ortiz, who has been in Las
the
Vegas for several days, to attend
Ortiz,
Lamberto
son,
marriage of his
to Miss Baca of this city left this afin
Ribera
home
his
ternoon for
W. H. Hahn of Albuquerque, agent
for the Cadillac car, does not fear
cold weather.
Early this morning
while the temperature was still below Ket"0 he started on an overland
trin to Albuquerque in a new car
which was unloaded here and which
will be rielievered to N. Weiller,
manager for the Charles
company.
Ilfeld

TURKEY DAY GAME
TO COST ONLY

TICKETS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON
SALE AT A LOW FIGURE AND
A BIG CROWD WILL GO

Tickets for the big game on
Thanksgiving afternoon weie placed
on sale yesterday
afternoon
The
girls of the Normal school, lo do their
part toward the support of the ath- letlcs of the school, volunteered to
sell the tickets and from the resull.-q- f
the first day's sale the prospect
lor a record breaking attendance at
the Tuikey Day game are excellent.
Instead of selling tickets at 35 and
50 cents as on the occasion of the
game with the Albuquerque Highs
all of the seats are selling at .
cents. The proceeds of the sale and
the gate receipts will be equally dl
vided between the Normal team and
the Hawks, as Captain Lawrence
Clark of the town team has named his warriors.
The athletic association of the Normal University will
use its share of the receipts of the
game for defraying the expenses o'
the seison, which have been heavy
owing 10 tne tact mat it was neces
sary to buy complete outfits for the
team and coinsiderable money was
lost on the Albuquerque game. The
Hawks will turn their share of the
gate receipts over to the baseball association.
Both teams are pracicing hard an,
are confident of victory.
A mus
meeting of the students of the Normal was held yesterday
afternoon.
The gathering was addressed by Waldo Twitchell, one of the coaches of
the football team, who aroused a
great deal of enthusiasm over athletics in the school and the interest
in the outcome of the Thanksgiving
game is intense. The Normal will
turn out in a body to cheer their war-riors io victory.
A sad blow was struck the camp of
the Hawks as Roy Seelinger the right
half of the team, has received a telegram calling him to Old Mexico and
as he was the man whom Clark was

J5he
REV.

W-

-

H.

BUNDY

his lecture the more interesting. He
will speak here to men only on the
subject, "Is God or Satan Winning."
The lecture will be entirely free and
the men of the community are urged
to take this opportunity to hear this
lecture from a man who comes high
ly recommended as a thorough scholar and an interesting speaker.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Louis, Nov. 28. Wool steady:

territory and western mediums 17ff?
SO
fine mediums 1618; fine 1115.
Read The Optic.

OPERA HOUSE

Tuesday, December 5th
THE GREAT LAUGHING SUCCESS

THE
TRAVELING
SALESMAN
By JAMES FORBES,

Author of "THE

R

inter;

j
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
20 good rams 1 year old.
Address Colo. Sheen Co., Las Ve
6t
gas, N. M.

FOR SALE

A girl who can stay wide awake all WANTED
Three or four clean furnished rooms, or small furnished
night dandag with strangers would
No healthseek-ers- .
house. Permanent.
fall sound asleep before 9 talking
H. T. D., care Optic.
with her family.

RH0DENITE
VARISCITE
CARMAZUL

SAPPHIRES'
TOURMALINES
AND OTHER

SEMI-PRECIOU-

FOR MOUNT-

STONES

S

ING IN GOLD OR SILVER
LET US SHOW

CHORUS

LADY"

TAUPERT

hereabouts are looking forward with
much interest to the ten round bout
between Tom Kennedy and Al Pal-zewhich is to be pulled off in the
Clermont rink, Brooklyn, tomorrow
night The fans remember the sensational contest these two fought last
summer at the National Sporting
club, which Kennedy lost in nine
rounds after holding the lead for
seven rounds. At that time "Big Tom"
claimed he was not seasoned well
enough to stand the terrific pace.
Since the agreement for the coming
bout was signed he has trained faithfully and will have no chance to excuse a defeat with the old cry of "not
in condiOon."

Original Scenic and Electrical Equipment and a Company of
Unusual Excellence, including

)()N nacVUU AN and DOROTHY GREY

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN

r,

When a man can be interested in
an old uncle, it's a sign he may not
get anything in the will, after all.
"I do nor. neneve tnere Is any other
medicine so good for whooping cough
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
writes Mrs. Francis Turpln, Junction
City, Ore. This remedy is also unsurpassed for colds and croup. For
sale by all druggists.

The Woodill

&

Hulse

Electrical Company
Los Angeles, Cal.

9 Months New York. 7 Months Chicago.
5 Months Boston

MANUFACTURING JEWELER

KENNEDY AND PALZER TO MEET.
New York, Nov. 28 Fight followers

Third and Main Streets

ECORD

THEM

Y. M. C. A.

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

THE PLAY WITH
LAUGHS
ONE THOUSAND

THR MOST DISCUSSED
COMEDY OF THE CENTURY

THE

Miss Emella
Baca,
daughter of
Francisco Baca, was married yesterday morning to Lamberto Ortiz, a
merchant of Ribera, In the church of
Our Lady of Sorrows. Mr. and Mrs.
Ortiz left last night for El Paso on
their honeymoon after which they
will return to Ribera where they will
reside.

Rosenthal

Opposite

1

DUNCAN

9:30.

5

are prepared to furnish you
with your Electrical Supplies at cut prices.
Write us and let us quote

Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

1
w

Want fld.

mm
'

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
,
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit tha
will help people to get what they want when
hey want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

PDotie

laltt

o

2

you.

Prices 75, $1.00 and $1.50 Seat Sale Murphey's and Schaefer's

Surplus

Capital Paid in

How Do You Like Your Milk?

5H

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

S&&

'r

4

u f- ivNINflH AM. President
PRANK SPR1N0ER. Vice President

110 SKINS.

Cashier

LAS VKOAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that fromj smalliflbeginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

w--

STedy

Thanksgiving

All arrangements for the dance at
the Commercial club on Wednesday
night have been completed and the
prospects are for one of. the most enjoyable affairs of the fall season. This
will be. the first club dance slnoe the
middle of the summer at which time
the Commercial club entertained for
Governor W. J. Mills and the officers
at Camp Mills. For this reason many
of the members of the club should attend the afTair. Dancing will begin at

5

i,t

-

Now for

NOTED PFEACHER COMING
The Y. M. C. A. has secured the
services of Rev. W. H. Bundy, a lecturer of the Layman's Home Missionary movement, to speak at a
meeting for men In the association
irnusiura next Sunday
afternoon,
at ;.:H0 o'clock. Pastor Bundy Is a
rare combination of ability and per'-We have in store for you everytonality, and is thoroughly conversant
with all the missionary and Christian thing in the line of Kitchen Utensils,
endeavors in the world today. His line chinaware, cut grassware, Rogers
extensive foreign travels will make Silver tableware, Savory and Reed
Roasters, Dining Room
Furniture,
Table Linens and Napkins.
Specials for Tuesday and Wednesday.
$1.00 for $1.50 Savory Roaster.
$1.75 for the $2.25 all enameled roast
ers.
$2.25 for the $3.00 "Reed" enameled
roasters.
$2.65 for the $3.75 "Reed" enameled
Roasters. In large turkey size.
off on all imported Chinaware.
off on all cut glass ware.
5
off on all Table Linens and Napkins.
off on any sideboard, buffet, serving table and dining table in this
sale for cash only.

d
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Seel-inge-

A QUARTER

Chfiago, 111., Nov. 28. The warn
drawn by Louis
flhg comparison
of the tireat
W
Hill,
president
Northern railroad, regarding the governmental provisions for new settlers
in western Canada and in the stains
south of the line bids fair to make his
Chicago speech epochal. "Canada in
sists on Canada for Canadians but
when we 'see America first' on a relief may Uncle Sam objects," he said.
The conservatists of the east do
nnt understand
the needs of the
west.
When they get some western
COFFEE HEART
men with the right ideas at Wash
or
ington things will be all right. The As Dangerous as the Tobacco
result of the order which drove 200
Whiskey Heart
families off from the unsurveyed
"Coffee heart" is common to many
region in a western state resulted in
their moving over into Canada where coffee users and is liable to send the
the
the government really protects
to his or her long home if the
settlers and does not hinder them. drug is persisted in. You can run 30
Some of us men in the northwest, or 40 yards and find out if your heart
a
jumped in and by vigorous work
is troubled. A lady who was once
in saving the homes of taw victim of the "coffee heart" writes
" This stirmajority of the pioneers.
from Oregon:
In
the
investigation
resulted
up
ring
"I have been a habitual UBer of
of what the settlers in central Alber- coffee all my life and have suffered
ta and other districts of western Can w,v much in recent years from ail
ada he mentioned find in the way of ments which I became satisfied were
protection and help that the exodus directly due to the poison in the bev- 10 Canada has become so alarmin? praep. such as torpid liver and indi
com
:'.nd that the number who have regestion, which in turn made my
turned across the line has betm i'O
plexion blotchy and muddy.
few. One report shows that the farmThen my heart became affected, it
ers have the benefit of government would beat most rapidly just after I
creameries, government cleaning .nti drank my coffee, and go below normal
inspection of grain, and government as the coffee effect wore off. Some
free trees In addition to thete times my pulse would go as high as
of dethings such as the installation
to the minute. My family
bf is? heats
the
preparation
monstration farms,
ereatlv alarmed at my condi
lease-holfarms which are ready for tion and at last mother persuaded
the farmer, prior to his occupancy, me to begin the use of Postum.
Un,i o:irP of tne newly arrived set
entirely and
I gave up coffee
tlers. "The fact that the railroads absolutely, and made Postum my sole
nffora a rradv market for high class
table beverage. This was 6 t months
,.
IflA ITnt IMl
Ml
far miiiitH acts as a stimulus a.iJ
ago, and an my iua, luc iuu.6co.w,
ranses the farmers to put forth their inactive liver and rickety heart action
affnrta to trrade their products have nassed away, and my com
this report
and natur
up to a high standard."
plexion has become clear
of the
part
shifting
thus
set m very
declares,
The
improvement
al.
from the shoulders of the noon after I made the change, just as
n.0mn.onl officials to those of the soon as the coffee poison had time to
A h !
fho nnrthwest. "No douot
work out of my system.
this influence Is primarily responsive
My husband has also been greatly
for the fact that at such expositions benefited by the use of Postum, and
vow York land show, me re
,
find that a simple breakfast with
r.
Termini? congress and tn we
and more
of rwimi. is as satisfying
land show, the products
old heavier
Chicago
the
than
...
strengthening
. .
oro wn King
central Aioen
meal e used to have with cotree.
with first prizes."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Mich.
Creek,
.luk. jTwrr from a cold
"There's a reason," and it is exThere
Bicept
" ia,
or
tW plained In the little book, "The Road
when Allowed by
to Wellville," in pkgs
never happens wnen
nsedbove letter7 A "ew
is
Ever red t1
Cough Remedy
has won rts
cures one appears from time to time. They
tensive sale by
car be re
are genuine, true, and full of human
of colds and grip and
upon wtu
sale by ell dr. gslsts.
suc-tede- d

counting on to tear up the Normal
line he will be badly missed from
the Howks' line up. Who will take
his place has not yet been detenu ii.
ed by Captain Clark but he says
tharA aro a niimher rf volunteers all
eager for a try out in the back field
r
Though he will miss
position.
from the game Clark will have
a good man at right half.
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STERILIZING
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op-tuni-

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
T, A. AKERS. Mgr.

PHONE MAIN 342

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Ettray Advertisement
Gillette and Stater Elizabeth were ar- condition, it is feared that the grand
C A
THE LOBBY
Notice U hereby given to whom it
rested and brought before Judge Par- jury win have no alternative in the
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
may concern that the following deker for a preliminary hearing. They case but will be obliged to Indict.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
GOODS OBTAIN ABLK ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
repeated their admission and added
THE
H. H. Bishop, Faywood, N. M., Not.
that they had administered the an18, 1911.
aesthetic upon the urgent prayer of
WHAT SAVED
One brown mare, 9 years
Sister Marchant. They stated that
12
600
hands.
lbs.,
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
a
time
Sister Marchant had for
long
HER LIFE Branded
BOj
suffered from tuberculosis. One of
IVl
On toft hip
her lungs was completely destroyed
B. P. o. ELKS
Meets second and
CHAPMAN LODGE NO, 2, A. F.
to
this
unknown
animal
Said
being
Painful
rav
a
About
and
the
Tells
disease
Mrs. Martin
by the terrible
fourth
comM.
A.
Tuesday
evening of each
or
on
owner
Regular
claimed
unless
Board,
by
INVESTIGATION WILL BE MADE IN ages of the disease in the other lung
R.
C. hall.
O.
at
month
Vialtlns
Experience that Might Have
10
and
munication,
first
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being
A M08T REMARKABLE CRIMcaused the patient excruciating pain.
Ended Seriously.
Geo
are
invited.
brothers
adIn
cordially
each
third
of
this
Thursday
days after last appearance
INAL ACTION
Sister Sadie had always longed for a
W.
D.
H.
Exalted
Hunker,
Ruler;
month. Visiting brothRlvesvllle, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin, vertisement, said estray will bo sold
peaceful and painless death and,
Condon,
Secretary.
ers
invited
the
av
of
cordially
letter from Rivesville, writes: by this Board for the benefit
in
'ATEK FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
I
KJsslmr.it e, Fla.. Nov. 28. Rarely when the end approached and her
H. Stapp. W. M. Unas. U.
"For three years, I suffered with wo owner when lonnd
William
,
TI8EMENTS
annum
uuucaiui-or
suiieruiKs iumb
has a grind jury in this state
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
KNIGHTS
in
my
had
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
pains
manly troubles, and
?iv
ont per line each Insertion Sporleder, Secretary.
been confronted with a she prayed her friends to have mercy back and side.
TuO. 804.
elsewhen
Meets second and fourth
I was nervous and
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
to a
atlmate six ordinary word
more delicate and difficult task than and to help her to a quiet and pain- could not sleep at night.
O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
in
1911
Thursday
at pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5,
n
No ad to occupy less space than LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
is the grand jury which met aere to- less death. Upon her own, often exmembers are corThe doctor could not help me. He
building.
Visiting
TEMPLAR
RegKNIGHTS
wo Unas. All advertisements charo-- d
W.
R.
Invited.
day to take up the case of two pressed wish they had gjven her the said I would have to be operated on bedially
Tipton, G. K.;
ular conclave second Tueswill be booked at space actually
Estray Advertisement
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fore I could get better. I thought I
S.
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Shakers, Brother Esbert B. Gillette chloroform.
Mackel,
Ma
Notice is hereby given to whom it ex. without regard to number of
day In each month at
"Before God and man believe that would try using Cardui.
and Sister Elizabeth Sears, charged
deu.
In advance
at T.iO p m.
Cash
the
rorde.
following
concern
sonic
that
Temple
preferred.
may
brothdeclared
well.
I
am
did
entirely
Now,
exactly right,"
With wilful murder for having caused we
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Re
Chas.
taken
S.
Tamme,
was
by
animal
scribed
up
O;
conestray
I
Boucher,
I am sure Cardui saved my life.
the death of another member, of the er Gillette and he added that his
Meet in the forest of brotherly
Oct.
26,
G. Blake, Coyote, N. M..
corder.
Sister science was perfectly at ease and w'U never be without Cardui in my
Shaker colony near Ashton,
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
friends." 1911.
to
Sadie L Marchant, on August 22, last he. did not believe that he had com- home. I recommend it my been rehall, on the second and fourth Fri
VEGAS
CHAPTER NU a,
One dark brown horse, 12
has
LAS
Cardui
For
years,
had
been
act
fifty
by having administered chloroform mitted a wrong. If his
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
wo
MASONS
14
caused
ARCH
750
Regular
by
lbs..
distress
and
ROYAL
hands.
years,
unwise, only his great feeling of sym- lieving pain
to her.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitconvocation first Monday
Branded
trouble. It will surely help you.
More than ordinary interest is at pathy for the deceased Sister prompt- manly
ing neighbors are especially welthe
reaches
Ma
to
the
at
month
spot
to each
It goes
On right hip
tached to this case and the action of ed him to commit it.
come and cordially invited.
and
relieves the symptoms,
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Branded
After a formal hearing Brother G11- - trouble
the rrrand 1urv will be awaited with
the cause.
H.
drives
away
A.
m. J.
On left hip
Rutledge,
ympathetlc attention throughout the lette and Sister Elizabeth were held
If you suffer from any symptoms of
DENTISTS.
Opttc's Number, Main 2.
H.
Chas.
Said animal being unknown to this
Sporleder,
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but
of
a
on
inJudge
murder,
charge
country, for the case In question
womanly trouble, take Cardui.
on
or
owner
unless
claimed
Board,
secretary.
by
Your druggist sells and recommends
volves a striking example of a con- Parker admitted them to pall, Sister
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
him today.
flict between human sympathy and Elizabeth in $2,000, Brother Gillette It Get a bottle from
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, 0. E.
Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept . Oitt-noo- g days after last appearance of this ad
the law and places upon the grand In $5,000. The other members of the N. B.Medicine
Suit
Crockett
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Building. Has phone
Co., Chatinoa. Tenn.. for Special vert i semen t, said
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sold
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and
Meets first
Fridays
estray will be
Home Treatment
book.
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Jury the burden of deciding whether colony furnished the ball,
class seamstress.
office and residence.
First
at
M.
in plain wrapper, en reqUMt.
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sent
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for
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for
Board
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benefit
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Wontn,"
this
Temple.
by
At the same time the coroner began
euthanasia is justifiable under certain
902 Third street.
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owner when found.
investigation of the case and, on
Bonditlons or must rigidly be adjudg-aSANITARY
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Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Miner
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Bd a crime, no matter what may be September 6 the body of Sister Sadie
A girl for dining room.
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wanted
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va A. Howell,
N.
Secretary. Phone
Albuquerque,
was exhumed. The medical examinaK.
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ike surrounding conditions.
James
Nov.
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Boston,
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911
HUNKER & HUNKER
Slster Sadie L. Marchant, one of ton of the body Is said to have shown ing, prime mnister of New Brun
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Geo:
Chester A. Hunker
Hunker
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It was rumored that her Shaker verdict, finding Brother Gillette guilty
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In neat Christmas Boxes, all shapes 12's, 25's or 50's.
17, 1911.
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owner when found.
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buyers, of all
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
For Sale By All Cigar Dealers
It isn't every coal man who gives Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
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1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. us the right of weigh.
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CHARTER

GRANT

TO NEW AUTO
COMPANY
AUTOMOBILE,
MACHINE AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY IS LICENSED

THE MAGDALENA

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 28 A charter was granted today by Nathan
Jaffa, secretary of the territory, to
the Machine, Automobile and Construction company of Magdalena The
new corporation expects to own and
operate all kinds of machinery and
machine shops, Including motor cars.
The capita stock Is given as $ 100,000
This stock is divided anions the folS.
Charles
lowing incorporators:1
Brown, Magdalena; Robert R. Tho
mas, Magdalena; Marcellus McCreary
Magdalena; Joseph j Brown, Keljy;
Thomas E. Stephenson, Kelly; FiloOscar
meno M. Miera, Magdalena;
Redmann, Magdalena, and H. C. Medand
ley, Magdalena. The main of flee
at
located
Magdalena.
will
he
plant
The Magdalena Mining and Milling
Arizona,
of
Phoenix,
company
filed articles of Incorporation issued
to them in Arizona with Secretary of
the Territory Jaffa today. This corporation gives Its place of business
as Magdalena where It expects to
mill
operate all kinds of mining and
lng plans.
The amount of capital named In
the charter is $150,000. This Is divided among the five incorporators as
follows: John McConaghy, Oscar
WilRedman, Pendleton R. Fuller,
Walker.
liam M Boykin and Wythe
McThe address of the agent John
The
Phoenix.
Conaghy is given as
addresses of the other Incorporators
are not mentioned.
Certificate for Bankers' Life
to "The
A certiffcate was granted
of
company"
Bankers' Life Insurance
com
This
To
today.
Des Moines,
Bankers' Lite
panv was formerly "The
BW.eiatiov"

T"

rew

efrlt'

no

Then Call Up Main a

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

mits them to New Mexico as a mutual assault with a deadly weapon but
sentence was' suspended. Cleo Smel-se- r
company.
was fined $50 for discharging a
Water Canon Road Completed
The Water and Blue Canon road deadly weapon.
Territorial Treasury
from Socorro to Magdalena, built by
Territorial Treasurer R. J. Palen
the Good Roads commission with convict labor, is about completed. The today received $14.50 from T. P Gaconvicts are to be employed on the ble, game warden, for the game proroad between Santa Fe and Albuquer- tection fund.
Delegates Appointed
que and between Socorro and San
Governor Mills today appointed the
Antonio.
Publication of Incorporation Papers following as delegates to the SouthThe attention of Territorial Secre- western Interstate Good Roads contary Nathan Jaffa has been called to vention at Phoenix, Arizona, on Dethe fact that a set of incorporation cember 20: J A. MacTavish, of Magpapers was published in a newspaper dalena Socorro county and John
that was established less than nine Becker of Belen, Valencia county.
Pardoned by Governor
months ago. To comply with the law,
Upon the recommendation of Judge
Incorporation papers must be published in a newspaper established morr E. R. Wright, Governor William J.
than nine months. The provision to Mills today paroled from the territothat effect is found in the publication rial penitentiary Eulalio Madrid of
Guadalupe county. Madrid was
law of 1909.
a sentence of from two to three
In
Lodged
Penitentiary
of
Johnson
James
years.
Sheriff
Deputy
Roswell today lodged in the peniten
Supreme Court
one
session of the terriThe
serve
to
W.
J.
adjourned
Wooten,
tionary,,
year to eighteen months for stealing torial supreme court of New Mexico
70 head of steers from the Slaughter met today at the capitol with Chief
Cattle company. Sheriff Secundino Justice W. H. Pope presiding. ImpoRomero of Las Vegas today brought rtant decisions are expected to be
No cases
seven prisoners to the territorial pen handed down tomorrow.
itentiary. They are A H. King, three ha been set for hearing, as Chief Justo five years for burglary; Ben Wy- - tice Pope will be occupied as a memant three to five years for burglary; ber of the election canvassing board.
John Haskley who forged a check, one
to three years. Francisco Gonzales,
two to three years for theft. Frank
Mitchell one to two years for stealing A
a team.
From Albuquerque Sheriff Jesus Romero and deputies brought in the following sentenced by Judge Ira A.
Abbott on Saturday: Thomas A. Ins-le20 to 25 years for the murder of
John A. Higglns;
Ills brother-in-laPaul Ross, six to eight years for crimJosefl- inal assault on fifteen-year-olsev- SANTA FE INSTALLS NEW EQUIPto
five
ta Gutierrez; Juan Muniz,
MENT THAT WILL THROW
en years for criminal assault on aged
WATEP 135 FEET.
Mrs. Socorro Chavez; James Mendez,
six months for robbing a cigar store;
As fast as the Atchison, Topeka &
Abel Molina, one year, for larceny of
same
Fe builds its switch euaines In
the
Santa
at
Abbott
a eheck. Judge
time sentenced Juan Gabaldon to six the Topeka shops and sends them out
month! In jail for abandonment of Wa over the lines, a fire fighting equipatwife: Jesus Munlz, six months for ment called the Ohio (fire jet is
of
a
for
tached
the
from
purpose
preventing
stealing two bolts of cloth
store; Fernando Garcia, one year for conflagrations in company yards an!
un-de- d

FIRE

FIGHTING

APPARATUS ON
ENGINES

d

The Optic Is a Booster

in districts surrounding railroad prop-

erty.
This fire jet is a valuable appliance
for yard fires, fires that may have
started in wholesale or jobbing plants
adjoining railroad tracks and for
many other fire prevention purposes.
All yard engines and, a few of the
road engines have been given the
equipment. Several hundred locomotives are in service with the "first
aid" apparatus.
The company has
figured that it is one of the best inon
vestments
their locomotives.
Scores of cases are exhibited where
the "fire engines" with their powerful pressure have curbed fires in their
lncipiency and prevented a conflagration.
The Santa Fe fire jets are able to
pump a stream of water a distance
of 110 feet. This is with the smaller
engines carrying 150 pounds of steam
pressure. In the locomotives with 180
pounds of pressure a stream can be
thrown a distance of 135 feet by
actual test.
This water is pumped by the injector. If there are no water plugs
in the yards the locomotive will pump
water out of the tank in the tender. Enough water is in this tank to
keep the injector under full steam
for some time. The average tank
holds 3,900 gallons of water. If there
are water plugs in the yards the hose
can be connected with these plugs
and the injector placed in action immediately. In this way an enormous
pressure can be brought to bear on
the stream a pressure that would
take the roof off a boxcar.
The Santa Fe uses 50 feet of 2
inch fire hose with a l1 inch nozzle.
This is as large as the average city
fire department uses and is as

BATTLE FOR CUE TITLE.
New York, Nov. 28. Devotees of

the green table sport are promised
no end of high class entertainment
in the metropolis this week. In addition to the Class B, amateur chamon
now
at
pionship tournament
Daly's academy there is the match between Willie Hoppe and George Sutton, beginning tonight in the Madison
Square Garden concert hall. The
Hoppe-Sutto- n
contest is for the 18.2

for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

balk line billiard championship. Hoppo
is the present holder of the title,
which he wrested' from the veteran
Sutton some time ago. Both men
have been practicing diligently for
the match in this city, for several
weeks, and both have been playing in
excellent form. Hoppe has had George
Slosson for a trial horse, while Sutton has been engaged In daily practice
with Will Ross, the former amateut
champion, and several other experts
equally well qualified to force him to
his best.

"

ress flour
the answer to

every Baking Problem.

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES

KENNEDY AND PALZER TO MEET.
New York, Nov. 28 Fight followers

hereabouts are looking forward with
much interest to the ten round bout
between Tom Kennedy and Al Pal-zewhich is to be pulled off in the
Clermont rink, Brooklyn, tomorrow
njght The fans remember the sensational contest these two fought last
summer at the National Sporting
club, which Kennedy lost in nine
rounds after holding the lead for
seven rounds. At that time "Big Tom"
claimed he was not seasoned well
enough to stand the terrific pace.
Since the agreement for the coming
bout was signed he has trained faithfully and will have no chance to excuse a defeat with the old cry of "not
In condition."

Famous GERMAN
"A ROGERS

r,

CHICAGO COPPERS ON TRIAL
Nov. 28. A dozen police
Chicago.

men attached to the Desplalnes street
station were brought up for trial be
fore the civil service commission today on charges of inefficiency and
neglect of duty., The charges against
the officers result from the fight that
is being waged by reform and icvlc
organizations to clean up the west
side district, which is alleged to be
under police protection.
HONORS

CINCINNATI

GERMAN-MILLE- D

COUPON

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE
SACK.J

IN EVERY

Gross, Kelly (L Co.
Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
RETAIL PRICES
or Mora, Each Delivery
Each Delivery
2,000
lb, to 1,000 lbs Eaoh Delivery
SO lb, to 800
Each Delivery
Law Than SO lbs., Each Delivery

2JXM
1.000
200

lb,

lb, to

ZOo

par
par
SOo par
40e per
6O0 per

lb.

25

lb,

AG

UA

100
100
100
100
100

lb

lb
lb

lb.
lb

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

CLUB

Cncinnati, Nov. 28. Arrangements
have been concluded for the formal
presentation tomorrow of the jubilee
edition of Schiller's works sent by
the German emperor to the German
Literary club of this city. The em
peror's gift was made In recognition
of the club in promoting German cul
ture.

WHOLESALERS OF

CLOTHING, DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
SHOES, HATS and CAPS
LAS VEQAS, N. M.

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

For Thanksgiving
have
we

IN FRUITS
California Red Emperor Grapes, Colorado Catawba Grapes,
California Cling Peaches, Winter Casabas, Keifer Pears,
Navel Oranges, Bananas, Table Apples, Grape Fruit.

IN

VEGETABLES

Green Beans, Wax Beans, Uma Beans, Cauliflower, Brussel
Sprouts, Egg Plan, Head Lettuce, Parsley, Crisp Celery,
Spinage, Beets, Carrots, Parsnips, Soap Bunches, Turnips.
ALSO
An abundance of Currants, Raisins, Figs, Dates, Mixed Nuts,

Cocoanuts, Cranberries, Pickles, Confections, bulk and fancy
Canned Goods that will help to cheer you in passing what we
wish you,

flippy Thanksgiving Day
IKE DAVIS

An Announcement

To The

Ladies of Las Vegas
The Ladies Guild of (he Episcopal Church wish to
announce their regular yearly

Sale and Prize Bread and Cake
Baking Contest
to be held

December 5, 1911
at the Coors Building
This contest is open to all the ladies of the city and
will be governed by the following conditions: The entries
must all be made from Our Pride Flour, sold at the Las
Vegas Roller Mills at $1.40 per 50 pound sack; and
judged by a committee of three, selected by the Guild.
The prizes are $5.00 in gold, first prize, and 50
pounds Our Pride Flour, second prize for 'the best cake,
and $5.00 gold, first, and 50 pounds Our Pride Flour,
second, for best loaf of bread.
N. B. All entries in the contest wjll become the
y
of ths Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church to be placed on sale.
.

pro-pert-

LOCAL NEWS
See Bacharach's line of new toys.

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,

Tty a iram of Old Taylor bourbon WANTED Large, clean cotton rags
at the Opera Bar.
at this office, 5c a pound.

comedies, and a Vitagraph com"Buffalo" Jones snipped three of
Always get the beat at Nolette'i
edy. "Nuf ced."
his prize Persiarino sheep this afterbarber shop.
Santa Clans' headquarters
this noon to S. F. Stocher, at Thoreau,
RED BLOOD Albumen makes your year will be on second floor at Bach N. M.
arach's.
hens lay. Schaefer's.
Las Vegas lodge of Elks No. 408
meetProgram tonight only, The Baron will hold its regular
All table linens and napkins, tomorrow, 25 per cent off. Graaf Dry; Biograph; Her Crowning Glory, Vita ing tonight in its rooms in the O. R.
Goods Co.
graph; A Tennessee Love Story, Se C. ball. Important business will be
lig; Photoplay theatre.
transacted by the lodge and a large
R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent
attendance is desired.
Postal savings banks have ordered
for the Northewestern Mutual Life Indered established at Alamogordo on
surance company.
The Las Vegas lodge of the order of
December 20, at Belen on December B'Nai B'Rith will give a dance to
For dinner tomorrow, roast pork 21, at Cimarron on December 19 and morrow evening at the Fraternal
and apple sauce, or roast beef. The at Mesiiia Park on December 22.
Brotherhood hall. All of the mem
White Kitchen. Meals 25c.
bers and their friends are invited to
The B'Nai B'Rith lodge is looking attend, as a good time for all has been
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged forward with pleasure to the dance planned by the committee in charge.
in the wood. Direct from distillery to be given tomorrow evening in the
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Fraternal Brotherhood liall. Good mu- SCHOOL POLL TAX MUST BE PAID
sic has been engaged and the ThanksAll healthy male persons over 21
Ambrosita Martinez, aged 20, and giving season will be made the more
years are subject to a school poll tax
Adolfo Chavez, aged 21, were issued pjleasant by this jolly Jsaile.
of $1.00. The tax for 1311 Is past
a marriage license yesterday at the
due now, and must be paid before
The Fraternal Brotherhood held an
county court) house.
.Tannuary 1, 1912. I can be found at
Interesting meeting last night in its
office in the morning from 9 to
The Ladles' Guild of (St. Paul' hall on Fountain Square. Three can- my
12.
Memorial church will hold a sale of didates were initiated. In the future
CHAS. TAMME,
fancy work and home bakery goods, the lodge will hold its meetings In
of Education.
Board
Secretary
In the Coors building,
DeO.
R.
C.
the
hall. At the next meetTuesday,
cember 5.
ing, on Monday evening, several canSERIOUS FIRE8 RESULT
didates will be initiated and a lunchFrom
dry leaves and weeds!
The IMP theater has received the eon will be served.
Have them raked up and carted
new lense and is now showing picaway;
tures as large as can be sten any
Paul Fisher, the star third sacker
where. The program tonieht is un of the Maroon team of the present Urge your neighbors to do likewise.
Get your fire insurance from
season, has received an offer from
usually good.
CUTLER BROTHERS
James Danberry, scout for the Aub- Tel. Main 124,
614 Lincoln
Don't forget Thanksgiving dinner tin, Texas, baseball team for the sea
at the armory Thursday, 50c a plate. son of 1912. Fisher has already signed
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS
Attend the ball in the evening. Tick up for a try out with the Topeka
ets $1.00. Ladies free. Music by Mrs. Western league team and, as a result,
The first half of your taxes of A.
Simmerson.
was forced to turn down the offer, D. 1911, will become delinquent on
December 1st, 1911, and If not paid
which was a good one.
before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
Many people are planning to at
tend the dance at the Armory ThursAt a recent meeting of the stock- of five per cent will be imposed.
day evening. Several different so holders of the First National Bank
The second half of taxes of A. T.
ciety cliques are planning to go to of Las Vegas, the number of direct- 1911, will become delinquent on June
the dance and there is sure to be a ors was increased from five to si 1st, 1912 and if not paid before
July
large crowd present.
and Mr. Stephen B. Davis, Jr., one of 1st, 1912, a penalty of Ave per cent
the large stockholders of the bank, will be Imposed on all taxes of that
Kmilio Tenorio was arrested last was elected a director of that institu- year that may be delinquent on July
night at a dance at Rosenthal hall on tion. Mr. Davis has long been recog- 1, 1912.
the charge of carrying a gun. Special nized as one of the most prominent
Immediately-afte- r
become
,'axea
Officer E. R. Wells of the Santa Fe attorneys of New Mexico and his
delinquent, penalties will be imposed
made the arrest.
Tenorio pleaded many friends in Las Vegas and and publication as delinquent made
guilty to the charge this morning throughout the state will be pleased and consequent sale, as required by
when summoned before Judge D. "R. to learn of his connection with the law.
Murray and was released upon paying First National bank.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., Novemthe costs, with a suspended fine of
ber
14, 1911.
$10.
The gun was not loaded and
EUGENIO ROMERO,
was
Word
received yesterday from
was an old model purchased recently
Treasurer and Collector, San Mlgael
"Chief"
secthe
exhMaroon
Lockhart,
by Tenorio at a reduced price.
County, N. M.
ond baseman and pitcher from, CaliNov. 15 to 30 inc.
where
he
is
fornia,
winter
playing
Dr. W. H, Houf wishes to announce
that he has opened an office at 6064 baseball. The "Chief" is with the
For pains in the side or chest
Grand avenue for the practice of Whittier team near Los Angeles. He
is twirling now and has made good in dampen a piece of flannel with Cham
medicine In all of its branches. Esberlain's Liniment and bind It on over
this
Lockhart says that the seat of
pain. There is nothing
pecial attention is given to the eye, L. department.
the
is
Smith,
playing better. For sale by all drugists.
ear, nose and throat and the fitting
ball with Redlands, Cal., and Brother
of glasses. Office phone Main 46,
Smith is playing in another club in
Office hours the California
residence, Vegas 342.
league. AH three of
9 to 12 m., 2 to 4 p. m. and by apthese players have signed up for a
pointment. Calls answered day or try out with the
Topeka Western
t.
night.
league team next spring.
Will meet you half way, if you reinforce your energies at

WE HAVE

(home
Turkey
dressed)
Chickens

Bran
and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at
.

Las Vegas

..

grown

and

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Roquefort
Pop Corn
Fancy Raisins
Dates
Figs
Plum Pudding

Fruit

Hayward Co.

In the Graaf & Hayward Co. Market we will have for
Thanksgiving some very fancy young Turkeys, Ducks, Geese,
Chicktns. Rabbits, a nice assortment of fieef, Mutton, Pork,
Veal and Sausages of all kindsi Fish, Oysters, Mince Meat,
Dill, Sweet and Sour Pickles, Kraut, etc.
In the Grocery you will find Nuts of all kinds, Figs, Dates,
Table Raisins, Grapes, Almeria, Tokay, Emperors, Navel
Oranges Grape Fruit, a fine assortment of Apples for eating
and cooking, Fresh Strawberries and Bananas. In vegetables
Spinach, Cauliflower, fresh Beans, Colorado and New Mexico
Celery, Head Lettuce, fresh Tomatoes, Celef y Root, Onions,
Radishes, Cucumbers. In bakery goods Fine Fruit Cake, Plum
Pudding, "R and R's." Also our regular line of Cakes, Cookies, Bread, etc.
Call at the Co's. store and be convinced that you can do
better in ' "Price," "Assortment" and '?Qality lin all lines of
eatables than anywhere elsen Vegas.

and

Vege- -

tables.

J. H. Stearns
PURE THINGS TO EAT

Money Saved

soap, starch,

blueing, coal costs 75c more,
this is

$1.75

a week.

We do

the work better for less money.
Here are some of our low
prices:
Sheets, 4c; pillow
cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up. or ask
the driver.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

water on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot
Springs first, since you will eventually go there anyway?
Large, modern hotel. Perfect
Climate. Booklet
T. C. McDermott. "The Fny-woo- d
" Faywood, N. N.

Thanksgiving
GOODIES
Head Lettuce.
California
Cauliflower, Gren and Wax
Fresh Tomatoes,
Beans,
Grape Fruit, Oranges,
Grapes, Bananas. EVERYTHING THE MARKET
ACFORDS.

are dry picked, head and feet
off, fresh from the Kansas
farms.

DON'T BE AFRAID
to order plenty of Flowers for Thanksgiving as there will be no
vance in prices.

ad-

CARNATIONS 75 cents per dozen. ROSES $1.25 per dozen
MARGUERITES 50 cents per 100,
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
(prices on application)
Lots of nice potted plants

PERRY ONION & SON

He

S

date,

models

of

Regal

Shoes for Which

Greenberger,
is exclusive agent. They

are only

two of

the many

models we carry, to

sup-

ply the demand for this

Tried and True,

Regal Shoe.
All Regal

Shoes are manufactured and sold on a Cost
plus 5 per cent basis and range in prices from $3.45 to $5,00.
We have them in all sizes, styles and widths.

Greenberger
MR.. MER.CHANT
let us install an Electric Sign in front of
your place of business
We furnish the sign
on f i flat rate. Ask

4fl

those who have them;
they will tell you it
pays
LAS VEGAS LIGHT (SL P0WEK O.

fr

1

A

Thanksgiving
Dining Car Dinner

r

I

For 100 or more guests
is prepared in the kitchen here shown. . i

leu h

You can save yourself one-haof the work on your

lf

1177 "J

MHl

WWM ill

I

lira

. fnmn.rl

Kitchen

Save.

Dinino Cmr
Foot-Ste- p

Thanksgiving Dinner if you
have a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
Let us show you,

1

nVJ Tl
UlinSen

on30H

Ok

Local Agents

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidnev

Your washwoman costs you $1,

her dinner, your

1b:

two of the Smart, up to

HOT SPRINGS

Our Turkeys

507 Sixth

m
anoes
negai
g
l

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET

Cake

All fresh Fruits

n

These two Cuts represent

FAYWOOD

Candles

The Graaf

71

I

For You

Fancy Cheese Fresh Nuts
Camembert
Walnuts
Brie
Almonds
Pimento
Brazil
Walnut
Filberts
Peanut
Pecans
Lunch
Peanuts
Brick
Chestnuts
Cocoanuts
Swiss, Edam

-

speedModel

PROSPERITY

Seal Shipt Oysters

Shorts

5l

Bio-grap-h

For Thanksgiving

Chop

m 'Hi

.

If you want your hens to lay feul
Dolls with real curly hair, characthem Red Blood Albumen. Schaefer's. ter indestructible dolls of all kinds
over 600 here. Bacharach Bros.
Photoplay tonight only, two

i2-$-

Our Pride Flour

28, 1911.

U.m 462

No Cold Storage Stock

The Supply Is Limited

ORDER EARLY

BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

Under the direction of the management of the Photoplay theatre the
new opera chairs received a short
time ago are being installed in the
motion picture play house.
These
new chairs will add greatly to the
comfort of the patrons of the theatre
and as they are made for an incline
floor, doing away with steps, they
will add to the seating capacity of the
hall. The incline of the floor was into a considerable degree,
creased
which makes all of the seats in the
house equally good.
ACTUAL

STARVATION.

Facts About Indigestion and Its Relief
That Should Interest You.
Although Indigestion and Dyspepsia
so prevalent, most people do not
thoroughly understand their cause
and cure. There Is no reason why
most people should" not eat anything
they desire if they will only chew
it carefully and thoroughly. Many
actually starve themselves into sickness through fear of eating very gooj
looking, good smelling and good tasting food, because it does not agree
with them.
The best thing to do is to fit your
self to digest any good food.
We believe we can relieve Dyspepsia. We are so confident of this fact
that we guarantee and promise .o
supply the medicine free of all cost to
every one who will use it, who is not
perfectly satisfied with tiie results
which it produces. We exact no prom
ises, and put no one under. any obli
gation whatever.
Surely, nothing
could be fairer. We are located right
here and onr reputation should he

are

sufficient assurance of the genuineness of our offer.
We want every one troubled
with
Indigestion or Dyspepsia In any form
to come to our store and
buy a box
of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets.
Take
them home and
ve them a reason
able trial, according to directions.
Then, if not satisfied, come to us and
get your money back. They are very
pleasant to take; they aid to soothe
the Irritable stomach, to
strengthen
and Invigorate the digestive
organs,
and to promote a healthy and natural
bowel action, thus
leading to perfect
"u ueauny digestion and assimilation.
A 25c package of Rexall
Dyspepsia
Tablets furnishes 15 days' treatment.
In ordinary, cases, this is
sufficient to
produce a cure. In more chronic cases
a longer treatment, of
course, is necessary, and depends upon the
severity
of the trouble. For such
cases, we
have two larger sizes which sell for
60c and $1.00.
Remember, you can
obtain Rexall Remedies in this community only at our store The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
The Medical society of Las
Vegas
will hold Its regular meeting tomorrow night at the Commercial club.
Owing to other attractions at the club
later in the evening the meeting has
been called for 7 o'clock. This meet
ing is of interest and Importance o
all the members and a large attendance is desired.
Photoplay tonight only, A Tennesse
Love Story. A strong story of simple people, possessing fine qualities
of humor,- sympathy and understand-In- g
of character.
-

